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Tomas "The King" Suchanek, flying the unbeatable Moyes
XTRALITE, won the 1995 World Championships in Ager, Spain

for the incredible third time in a row.
The competition in Ager was fierce and the standard much higher
than before. Tomas flew his XTRALITE with supreme skill to win
magnificentl y over the world's best, yet aga in ...
After Tomas won the World C hampionships in the U.S. he was
crown ed "The King". N ow in Spain ... "Emperor"! Next ???
Moyes h as won five World Championships, more by far than an y
oth er m anufact urer. For more info rmat io n on the world's best
hang gliders please contact your nearest Moyes dealer. ~
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ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including mem bership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters shoul d be
sent to:

Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 ti mes per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions a re always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the edi tor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysai lor.
Copyright in Skysail or is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
co ntribution.
ALL SKYSA ILOR
CO NT RIBUTIONS to:
Ma rie J effer y
PO Box 401 ALSTO NV ILLE 2477
Fax : (066) 28511 7
Ph : (066) 280356
8a m-8pm
Keep th e a rticles co min g!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Ma rket Place ads a re to be directed to th e Edito r.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for t he follow in g
month 's iss ue!) for contributions,
market place, etc . Market Place are
free to fin a ncia l mem bers - please
quote your number - otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of$8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators.

ADVERTISING
Adverti sing rates are :
Back cover
$225
Full page
$150
Halfpage
$75
Quarter page
$40
All ads must be paid in advance .
Layout, separations and extra work
incur additional costs.
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Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarm a n
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Te l (069) 472 888,
FxlAH Ans. Machine 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: R oha n G rant
0023111 12 H, 002 337638 W,
002 3333 11 Fax
Opera tions M a nager
Craig Worth , PhlFx 065 5927 13
Mobile: 0 186574 19
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COVER PHOTO
Andy Watson flying his home site, Moo no Cliff tops,
Moono , SA one sunny Sunday evening.
Photo by Ro g er Foster
CREDITS

Sec. Ian Duncan
02 9 189962
Treas. Glenn Salmon 02 9180091
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603
Sec. Neil Bolton
06 2571899
W, 062926310 H, 018 633219
Pres. Duncan Kelly 06 2805605
W, 062814556 H,
018625091
SSO. Grant Heaney 06 2941466 H,
015269376

Southern Reg ion NSW
25 Beverley Ave, Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923

Nth Qld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740 . Pres. Dave Lamont: 079
461157;
Secrrrs: Ron Huxhagen: 079 552913

Northern NSW Regio n
Pres. Dane Snelling 029384420 W
029799069H

HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151
Pres Doug Trent:
094594702 H,

States & Regions

09 45 16990 W;
Sec Keith Lush:
093673479 H,
093679066 W, fx: 4741202
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181
Pres Rob Van Der Klooster: 052
223019 AH , 052 272523 BH;
Sec Tony Hughes : 052438245 AH,
052641091 BH
TasHGA
14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005.
Sec. James Freeman: 002253952 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000
Ph 08 2130660, Fax 08 2117115
Sec. Steve Hoeffs: 08452487 H, 08
2595991 W, Fax 08 2597115 W
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Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Sky riders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
075 435631
Sec. Kate Stevenson
073663524 H
073973377 W
SSO. Ken Hill
075435631
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 478
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912

Sec. Sandra Gemmell
079750232
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Borthwick
074760784
Secrrreas. Cathy
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Etherton
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H
Whitsundays HG
Club
Pres. Greg Gunning
079598445

I Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast

I pocket, colour logo and quote on the back$19.95
Cap

I Leather Key Ring - metal with
I colour enamel logo
I Metal Lapel Badge

9.00
full

6.95
4.95
2.00
Car stickers
I Embroidered badge
2.95
Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Terms : payment with
order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

HGFA Schedule of Fees
Membership Fees
12 months (FULL) Membership
$125
(SA) 12 mths FULL membership
$135
$130
(WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
Additional Family Member (12 months) $50
Short Term Membership (4 months)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
$45
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
I available through instructors only
$15
1(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50
Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

I Certificate & Insurance Fees
I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual renewal
I fee
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths)
I Initial issue (3 mths)

$20

$150
$150 pa,
$40 qtr
I Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee$150

Sec & SSO Ron
Huxhagen
079552913
New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc
Pres Joe Barton
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066 858768; 018
441742
meet I st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043 282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG
Club
Pres Len Paton
068 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
068 511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656

Great Lakes HGC
Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065 554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065 558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065 540416
lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Mountai:l Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st
Wed
Pres George Barrie
042 855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pro Anne McRitchie
064576041
Sec. Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366

Passenger Carrying Endorsements:
Initial issue (12 mths)
$150 pa
(3 mths)
$40 qtr
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
$250
Endorsement annual renewal fee
Training Facility - Inspection and/or
Approval fee
$80 •
PHG Instructor Examination & checkflights (payable to PHG Examincr)
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
$50
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting
$30
Licence, manuals, etc) #
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
manuals, etc) ##
$30
FAI Sporting Licence (inc I. HGFA
Comp Manual , Section 7 FAI Sporting
Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20
FAllnternational Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (IPPI) Non$10
competition flying overseas
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
$15
NB: • Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max. $250 per
inspection/approval) .
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996 .
## Includes all updated matcrial from Level I.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facility approvals.

L _____________________________ I
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Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065 565265
Ben Leonard
065 821966
Mudgee District
Sport Aviation Club
Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063 742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213804 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches
HG Club Inc
(Sydney)
Pres : Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Craig Docherty
029824468
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stan well Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW
2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
015237565
Sec. Karen Lederer
042942273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO. Mark Mitsos
042 949065, 018
864083
meet 7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers ' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas John Trude
024166758
Sec Steve Hocking
02 3274484
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
02 5254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec Deirdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042 674570
Tamworth/Manilla
HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067 821073
067 821267
SSO .Pat Lenders
067 729272
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
063 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480
Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pres. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec . John Carter
03 7285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H

Meet 3rd Wed YorkOn-Lilydale, Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG Club Inc
Pres & SSO Geoff
White
057501244,018
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jnr
057 501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st
Saturday ea month
Bright Shire Offices
7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Jeremy Torr
037702775
Sec. Hamish Barker
03 8884863
I st Wed ea month
Retreat Hotel
226 Nicholson St
Abbotsford ·
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres . Andrew
McKinnon
034371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders
053318178
Sec . Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meets last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufort
Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
093071816
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson
093647872
Sec. Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
09 3881584
Meet I st Wed,
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Bastion Sky Bums
Wyndham WA
Sec. Steve Prior
091 611269 H
091 611043 W
091611279 fax
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Jonathan Back
093418328 H
093817094 W
Sec Mark Thompson
093506750 H
094916949 W
The Great Sandy
Desert HG C lub
Pre s. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
091 798655 H
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UVEX Helmets
Flytec Instrulllents
ICOM Radios
High Energy Chutes
Chute Repack Service

1995-96
September
15-17

16
16
27-4 Oct

HGFA Board Meeting
Sports House, Ultimo & Camperdown
Travelodge
HGFA 1995 AGM
Camperdown Travelodge
1995 National Awards Night, Orient Hotel
Contact Ian Jarman 069 472888
Eungella '95.
Rob Saliba 079 584509

for all your flying needs call ...

SYDNEY

hang gliding
CENTRE

October 1995
Dubbo Aero Club Flyin
21-22
Contact David Honner 019 611 846
November 1995
2-7
Flyright Challenge, Rutherford Airfield, NSW
National weightshift aircraft competition .
Contact Chris or Johanne 018 490622
December 1995
Annual Rainbow Beach Competition. Contact
Geoff Borthwick 074 760784
January 1996
5th Women's World Championships, Mt Beauty
26-10 Feb
Contact Ian Jarman 069 472888 or
John Adams 057 544945
February 1996
21-25 Feb
Training Camp, AIS?
Ian Jarman

H

A

PHONE (04.2) 942 545

From the Editor's Keyboard
Just a quick note this month ... thank you for your patience
awaiting this issue . It is a little late due to changing computer software packages and so the learning curve has been quite steep.
However the light at the end of the tunnel is getting brighter with
everything returning to normal ; just in time for me to celebrate my
birthday!
Next month will herald the beginning of the summer/competition season with a colour cover, and lots of new articles and photos.
See you then!
Safe circles, Marie Jeffery

TREME
R

N

E
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M

oyes introduces the new state-of-the-art

harness - the XTREME designed and tested
to give you many hours of comfortable airtime

and years of durable use, its construction is
simple yet strong, with a stainless steel rod
with a delrin slider which co nforms to the

shape of a hardened aluminium backplate.
The single main suspension strap is attached to
the slider allowing it to slide forward and back,
the pilot can easily rotate from a prone position
to an upright position for takeoffs and land ings. Constructed with full continuous webbing re inforcement

throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new X TREME h arness by Moyes.

~
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July ' 95 Skysailor, where I was alerted to the
issue for the first time.

Dear Marie
WHY CHANGE OUR NAME?
I suspect that most members of the
HGFA place much more importance on their
respective flying than they do on the name of
the organisation to which they necessarily
below. Our pilots belong to fly and not vice
versa.
Our name is not trendy or politically correct but are we politically correct type people? Who really cares whether or not we are
actually a federation or for that matter what a
federation really in? Our existing name commands the necessary ring of responsibility
and is generally descriptive of our various
flight disciplines. As correctly noted by Peter
Dall, we all hang and we all glide, even be it
in motorised forms at times. Our name is
known by all who have any reason to care
and it seems to me, is accepted by most. It
has enjoyed a good reputation in terms of
safety record and responsibility for at least
the past five years which far exceeds any
electorates memory.
I am not at all convinced that any name
change will positively contribute in any real
way other than for those few who might
presently feel in need of a more precise identity on which to hang their egos. Whatever
the name, with time, it becomes just that; a
name with which we will identity our very
necessary organisation of fellow pilots.

part of a very well organised professional
sporting activity.

At the risk of beating my own drum, let
me speak from some experience. My current
job is at Saatchi & Saatchi London, and
involves creating large scale corporate advertising, and the manipulation (not to put too
fine a word on it) of public perceptions about
products, services and organisations.

Having been involved in sports admin on
a voluntary basis for many years, I am left in
no doubt that the future of the HGFA is in
good hands, as our current administrators go
about their job of running the show, promoting safety, growth and improving the airspace ri ghts of our 3 codes/divisions of the
HGFA.

Before the HGFA embarks upon something so drastic as a complete corporate
change, has there been any serious, credible
or professional research undertaken to establish exactly what is the public perception of
the HGFA? Exactly how (apart from personal
anecdotes of members) are we perceived out
there?

On that note, as a para pilot, it was also
good value rubbing shoulders with hangie
and trike (oops microlite) pilots at a social
level. Even if we weren't able to do any real
flying, we were at least able to exchange lies
and exaggerations about recent flying
exploits .

Before we seek to changc attitudes we
must first ascertain exactly what those attitudes are, who holds them, and why, and
what benefits are to be reaped from the considerable expense (time and money) of
research, and the even greater expense of
then changing those perceptions. In my experience millions of dollars is sometimes not
enough.

Once again congratulations on a very
well organised event.

Elgar Starkis

Information Required
Daniel Reid of9 Bailey Court Driver NT
0830 would like any information regarding
fl ying in Darwin or anywhere in the Northern
Territory. He also welcomes to hi s home any
pilots travelling through Darwin. Daniel can
be contacted on 089 326442.

Dear Marie
Having been out of Australia for the past
two years, perhaps I can offer up some discussion points about the name change issue. I
have not read anything else apart from the

I guess what I' m trying to say is if you
go off hal f-cocked , you'll cock up.
The strength of any corporate logo, or
corporate communication is its single-mindedness. If our new identity is to encompass
hang gliders, trikes, paragliders, rigid wing
whatevers and all and sundry we are going to
end up with a crowded logo and a confused
identity. Any name for our organisation
which requires further explanation fails on its
first step.
A name change will not alter our safety
record.

A name change will not alter the public
The ONLY ultimate reason for changing
of our daredevil past.
perception
our name should be because the membership
A name change
wants a change. To date, I
will not help those
have read or heard very litindividuals or groups
tle to support that premise.
Looking west over Lake Wakatipufrom 4000 feet above. Queenstown NZ is
who wish to attract
At best, why waste further
right ofpicture & the Ramarkables rise another 2000 feet to the south.
corporate sponsorship .
time and I suspect considAlthough the lake is calm, 12 mph of wind is blowing straight up the steep
erable members ' funds on
I' m not trying to
ridge to make it soarable in August. Photo Geoff Dossetor
an unnecessary change? At
say that we sho uldn 't
worst, let us have a vote on
change our name .
whether or not the memberWhat I am trying to
ship wants such change at
say is that before we
all.
embark on this route,
we must have a full
David Harris, 63406
understanding of how
Dear Marie
we are perceived .
This takes time and
Human nature being
costs
money. Then
what it is usually inspires
comes
the
real
us to write whenever we
expense, telling peohave a complaint, problem
ple about it. Unveiling
or are unhappy about somea
new and complex
thing. I am however moved
logo and iss uing a
to break with tradition and
IS
press
release
write in praise of our
p@#$ing
into
the
salaried
officers,
Ian
wind .
Jarman and Craig Worth. It
was a pleasure to meet
these guys at the recent
instructors' course and be a
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Firstly, do we
ITIoney
have
the
required to research,
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to design and to properly announce our new
identity?

imagine how difficult it will be to interest
those outside the sport.

Secondly, are we prepared to spend it?
And thirdly, to what end? People who have
established perceptions of hang gliding are
not easily going to change them. People who
have no perception of hang gliding don 't
know or care, and why should they?

So, to use an analogy, if we are to jump
off the edge of our heritage, and into a complete change of identity, let's check the landing area, the wind conditions, talk to the

The question needs asking; have we got
our collective eyeballs glued to our navels?
How important is this issue to most pilots?
I've dealt with many government organisations and frankly, the interest level of most
people is difficult to push beyond the next
flex i-day.
What we need is an identification with
flight. how exactly we fly (wires, strings,
frames, canopies, engines etc etc) is irrelevant. The single-minded proposition is that
we all fly. To add any distinctions beyond
that is to design a camel (with 10 humps).
When we changed from T.A.S.S .A. (The
Australian Self Soaring Association) to the
H.G.F.A ., was there a massive turn-around in
public perception and a rush of corporate
sponsorship?
I don't in any way wish to denigrate the
efforts of those individuals who lobby long
and hard with government and corporations
for airspace concessions, certification and
sponsorship, but do they honestly think that a
name/logo change will alter anything?
If there's been a lack of interest in this
issue amongst the members of the HGFA,

··~:II
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Regards
Adam Hunt, 14616 0
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he recent spate of foul weather, that
caused the last minute cancellation of
several planned club trips, brought
about the need for an up-to-date telephone
information service.

T

To access your message, your driver
phones 131580, enters P.I.N. number 9069,
pushes #, enters mail box number 02
99799069, pushes # and follows the computer verbal instructions.

The Northern Beaches Club have now
established a message bank phone line (02
997 99069) to relay information on weekend hang gliding trips, which will give site
and weather details, that can be up-graded
from anywhere in the country, and will also
act as a retrieval message service.

Do not erase message unless you are
very sure of the pilot's location and plan to
do the pick-up, as other drivers in the area
will also have access to the message, and
may do the pick up, and radio back, or leave
another message on the system, that they
have done so.

If you have landed out of radio contact
with your pick-up driver, and your driver
has access to a push button, tone dial phone,
ring 02 997 99069, (hold for eight rings to
access the system) and leave your name,
your driver's name, your location and any
other relevant information necessary, in the
sixty second time span.

The message bank can handle multiple
messages simultaneously, and can store up
to thirty messages, each up to sixty seconds
long.

The system will verbally date and time
stamp your message automatically.

"tLOTS
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local pilots, make sure the rig is certified,
and finally, do a proper hang check. Let's not
be irresponsible about this; we can always fly
another day.

Remember you will need the cost of a
local call, and access to a touch tone phone,
either public or private.
Please speak slowly and clearly.
Any questions ... ? Just leave a message!

Dane Snelling

'" ll.E'C"'NT FOUL 'vIE'AT~fR.
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Pilots are to be a minimum of intermediate rating and must have camera, UHF radio, parachute.
Maximum
50
pilots.
Nominate
Fee $100; late fee after 14/9 $125 .

before

September

14.

Contact Gerry or Warwick on 070 341451 or 070519392 or PO Box
46 Cairns Qld 4870 or Rob Saliba Eungella Chalet 079 584509.

1995 Canungra Classic
Dates: 7-14 October 1995

Australian Competitions

Prize money: $5000 - $10000 cash and major prizes
Venue: Canungra area, SE Queensland
Maximum entries: 70 pilots

1995 Lawrence Hargrave Paragliding Challenge
Has been extended to the end of 1995 to give both visiting and local
pilots a better chance of achieving their best flights at Stanwell Park

Take the Challenge and complete your best out and return flight, or
try for open distance along the Illawarra Escarpment. Prizes include
the Challenge Cup in Open Division, and prizes for novice and intermediate pilots as well.
$5 entry fee to cover printing and other costs, $5 entry fee to Sydney
Paragliding Club members or $20 for others. Includes complimentary
club membership, map entry kit and documentation.

Entry fee: $180 includes 4 meals, map, I st film, stubby cooler and
the best fun you've had in ages
Entry requirements: intermediate rating, data back camera, fun personality
Order of acceptance of entry : top 20 seed (from current National
Ladder), then upon receipt of entry fee. Entries close: 14 August
1995
Send entries to : Canungra Classic, C/- Linda Riggs, 15 Lookout
Parade Mt Tamborine Qld 4272
Enquiries: Linda Rigg 075 453391 , Ken Hill 075 435631

Peter Bowyer, President Sydney Paragliding Club

Flyright Challenge
2-7 November 1995

Gillies '95, Cairns Far North Queensland
23-24 September 1995
Meals and budget accommodation available at Pioneer Valley Holiday
Ranch
For details phone Luke Walker 070 514659 or Anton Rath 070
537149

A national weightshift aircraft competition to be held at Rutherford
Airfield, NSW. Contact Chris or 10hanne 018 490622 for further
details.

.................................................

1995 Queensland State Paragliding Titles and
Competition Strategies Clinic, Killarney area SE Qld
lJ-14 November /995, inclusive

Eungella 1995, North Queensland
Wednesday 27 September - Wednesday 4 October 1995
It's definitely on this year. Open Grade - highest ranking pilots; A
Grade - experienced pilots; B grade - young guns; plus North Qld
Champion, Most Improved Pilot, Best & fairest pilot, Best female
pilot.
Total of $6000 cash prize money plus giveaways and daily prizes.

The area has a reputation for good flying conditions particularly at
that time of the year, having been host in the past, to one national and
numerous state hang gliding titles. Situated on the western escarpment
of the Great Divide on the Qld-NSW border, Killarney has launches
for most wind directions. AGLs range from 1,000' to 1,400 ' and are
2WD accessible although one is not suitable to cars with low clearance. X-C potential is excellent as the Darling Downs and its network
of agricultural service road s offers easy
retrieval.

Phil Noel awaits another successful launch on the Rural Alternative (A TOMS) Payout winch
(Air Time of Magpie Springs), eagerly assited by Max Browne, Stuart Mcclure and Lindsay
Schubert. SA state camps 93/94 at the Bunnsjield Tow Paddock. Photo by Jonathan Foote

•

I

Killarney, being a small country town, possess ' all the character and warmth yo u'd
expect with accommodation options including hotel, motel, caravan park, and free council camping grounds. The nearby town of
Yangan. and the major provincial centre of
Warwick 35 km to the west have accommodation also .
A competition strategies clinic, to be held for
three day s prior to the comp, will see most of
the nation 's top pilots in town and stayi ng for
the compo The clinic itself will have strictl y
limited entry but free flyers are more than
welcome to fly the launches before or after
clinic participants.
Minimum flying experience for entry into the
comp will be intermediate or novice with a
minimum 20 hours logged thermal experie nce.
Mandatory equipment will be UHF radio and
recentl y repacked reserve with a data back
camera reco mmended .
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This comp will be followed one day later by the Manilla Mug to be
held between November 16-19, giving you eight days of flying in
nine days.
Entry fee for the comp will be $60 if paid before 30-9-95 and $75 for
late entries and will be limited to fifty pilots on a first come, first
served basis for pilots not in the top twenty on the national ladder.
This comp offers a perfect opportunity to sort out your glider in a
friendly but competitive environment before the start of the southern
season.
Please contact Phil Hystek on Ph/Fax 0755 437237 or send entry fee
to : Canungra Hang Gliding Club PO Box 2028 Bardon Qld 4065 .

Manilla C ross Country Cup (Paragliding)
16-19 November 1995
A 4 day National comp to follow on from the Qld State titles. The
entry fee is only $50 and decent prizes will be awarded! 40 year
weather records and past experience show November to be the month
for highest cloud bases and potentially big distances. The right days
will see open distance and other FA! tasks set.
Please phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 for further details .

1995 Womens Flyin
24-26 November 1995 inclusive
Venue: Mt Buffalo & Kiewa Valley Vic
Contact Kaylee Mackenzie phone 057 501059

1995 Womens Hang Gliding Open
27 November - 1 December 1995

1995 Rainbow Beach Competition
Dates: 27-29 December
This annual competition caters for all levels of competition but places
particular emphasis on introducing novice pilots to the joys of competition. Contact Geoff Borthwick 074 760784 or Cathy Edmunds 074
463421

................. ............... .
~

1996 Hay Australian Nationals
28 December 1995 - 4 January 1996 inclusive
Registration and practice 27 December.
Entry fee $150 if received by 30 November 1995, $165 thereafter.
Note: prizes will be awarded to AA, A, Band C grades as per
Jerry Gerus' letter, April Skysailor.
Minimum of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip. It is the
pilots' responsibility to organise themselves into a team . The maximum capacity of the tow paddock is 42 to organise themselves into a
team. The maximum capacity of the tow paddock is 42 teams. Open
to all pilots with tow endorsements and Australian Federation membership. Camera essential (databack optional). GPS will be permitted.
Entry fee includes information booklet, first film and developing and
presentation party. Our aim is a break-even budget. Any prize money
will be due to greater entry numbers than anticipated or reduced costs
from budget estimates.
Registration and enquiries to: "1996 Hay Nationals ", Western
Victorian Hang Gliding Club (Secretary), Meg Bailey, RMB 236B,
Trawalla 3373 . Please include your address, phone no ., glider no. (if
still on from other comps) and other team members.
For further information phone/fax 053 492845.

Venue: Mt Buffalo area
An organiser/meet director is needed for this competition. Any volunteers please contact Kaylee on 057 501059

1996 Bogong Cup
Australia's premier alpine hang gliding event
6-14 January 1996 inclusive (Registration day Friday 5 January)

1995 Womens Paragliding Open
Venue & dates: As for Womens Hang Gliding Open
It has been suggested by a few women that they would like to participate in a Womens Paragliding Open, however we need further expressions of interest so that the viability of such a competition can be
determined . If you would like to participate either as an organiser or
competitor please ring Kaylee Mackenzie on 057 501059

Victorian Alpine Open 1995 (Paragliding)
Venue: Bright
Category : AA - 8 day competition
Class: intermediate/advanced
Date: 2-9 December 1995 (Sunday 10 December lay day & presentation)
Cost: $145 includes 2 films & processing of all main films
Category: C - 4 day competition
Class : Novice/intermediate
Date: 2-6 December
Cost: $60 - no turnpoint photography required
Registration : Victorian Alpine Open 1995, PO Box 3 Bright Vic
3741, phone 057 551753 , fax 057 501153 , email 100352@compuserve.com
Scoring system: HGFA
Sites: Mystic (site record 150 krn), Emu (si te record 75 krn),
Gundowring (site record 35 krn), Buckland Ridge (site record 98
krn)
Organisers: Brian Webb, Competition; Heather Stricek, Meet
Director
Retrieve: UHF 20 simplexl8 duplex; 015 933956/018 352048

Included in Entry fee: Chance to win great cash & prizes ; quality Tshirt; mobile goal team; presentation dinner (Jan 14); paramedics onsite; all Officials paid; 2 films ; map; famous novelty prizes.
The competition will be offered in the following grades: Open/A
grade, AA grade (open to pilots ranked 21-50 on the National ladder,
with quality prizes to match!), B grade, C grade
30 places reserved until October 31 for each of the following categories: International pilots, AlAA grade, B grade, C grade; thereafter,
places allocated on receipt of entry fee.

Note: due to large Womens Worlds contingent expected this year,
we anticipate a record demand for places. Book now to avoid disappointment!!

Entry fee: $160

The Tumbarumba
Gliding Club

Six Day
Gliding Courses
$750/ person
From 30th October 1995, courses will be conducted from
the Corryong Airfield (NE Victoria) . Six vacancies each
course, taking students through to first solo flights (if
required skill level achieved). Cost includes all flying costs
and 3 months membership of Tumbarumba Club and the
Gliding Federation of Australia .

Phone (060) 771201 AlH for information and enrolments

August 1995
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Send entry fee (cheque/bank cheque/money order payable to Bogong
Cup) together with name, postal address, contact phone no. and existing glider ID number (if any) to : Bogong Cup Registrations C/- PO
Box 308 Bright Vic 374l.

Entry open now, cheque or MO marked '96 NSW Titles to Bill Olive,
42 Princes Ave, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone 049 213804 wk.

Competition enquiries: Heather Stricek, phone 057 55 I 503 (before 10
pm!!).

Overseas Competitions

Accommodation enqulTles: Mt Beauty
Information Centre phone 057 541267

Accommodation

In association, the ' Airborne Interclub Challenge' trophy will be contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle Club.

..............................................

and

Paragliding Flatlands, Hay or Forbes
26 January - 4 February 1996
Organiser: Peter Champion

Paragliding Pre-World Cup, Bright
11-19 February 1996

International Hang Gliding & Paragliding
Competitions, Nepal
Langtang, 11-28 September 1995
Annapurna, /4-28 September 1995
Services included: all transportation, excursions around Kathmandu,
hotel accommodation in Kathmandu with breakfast, all meals/camping equipment during trek days 4-15, trekking permit/park fee/porter
Insurance .
Cost: Langtang US$625 per person; Pokhara US$545 per person. All
gliders and equipment must be provided by participants.

Organiser: Brian Webb

Paragliding Open, Corryong

Contact Trekking International, PO Box 443 I, Kantipath, Bansbari,
Kathmandu, Nepal. Tel: 4 I 9946, fax 977 I 4 15222.

28 February - 6 March 1996

Coupe Icare, St Hilaire

Organiser: Stuart Andrews

14-17 September

NSW State Paragliding Championships, Manilla
9-16 March 1996
A full 8 day National Ladder comp at the right time of the year. Come
and see what the area promised for the last nationals but didn ' t deliver
in rainy February! Task setting will aim for FA! speed around a triangle (25 and 50 kms) records on the right days as well as open distance
if it looks promising. A $100 entry fee and good prizes are assured.
Watch this space for details .
Please phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 for more info.

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dates: 17 - 24 March 1996
Open, B grade, Womens and possibly Masters.
Entry fee $120 includes T-shirt and dinner. Late entry fee of $15 after
25 February 1996.

Film festival, equipment expo, second hand market and masquerade
flights.
Contact Martine Lange, Office Ou Tourisme, 38660 St Hilaire Ou
Touvet, Tel: 7608 33 99, fax 76 97 20 56.

Flight 'Peaceful Sky'
26 August - 9 September 1995 the Caucasus, Russia in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II. Organisers:
ESTI tourist agency, Aviatron Co. and the regional hang gliding club
of Stavropol
For information, contact the tourist agency ' EST! ' tel : 095 246 71 65 ,
095246 1263,0952469964; fax 0952450530 or 095492 41 43 .
Address: 6A, 1st Frunzenskaya str. , Moscow, 119146 Russia.

Copies of the program and other information can be obtained from
the editor either by fax or by sending a stamped self-addressed envelope.

......................................

Limited to 60 pilots maximum . Advanced rated or competent intermediate. UHF radio, repacked parachute & data back camera required.

New Caledonian Paragliding Open

Are you interested in taking part in this very friendly and popular
competition? The Melbourne Paragliding Centre has arranged special, all inclusive packages (available from all capital cities) for
Australian pilots wanting to take part in the 1995 edition .
Dates are 21-3/ October 1995. Number of entries are limited. Book
you r spot now! For complete information package, contact Charly on
03 98824130 (tel/fax)

New Zealand Paragliding Nationals
15 - 23 December 1995

Paragliding World Cup 1995 Calendar
St Andre

4-10 September '95
Franyois Gerin Jean, Aerogliss, 04170 ST ANDRE-LES-ALPES,
France, Tel : ++33 92891130, Fax: ++33 92890236

PRE-PWC 1995 CALENDAR
Linzhou

14-20 September '95
Mr Wu Yingcheng, Aero Sports Federation of China, 9 Tiantan
Neidongli , BEIJING 100061 , China. Tel: ++86 I 702780417011177
ext. 2325 , Fax: ++86 I 702780417025289 0
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GPS 45

tragic microlight accident in Kyogle
NSW resulted in a father and son
being killed. Deepest sympathies go
out to the family of the two men.

Weightshift microlights must conform
with the standard circuit procedures set
down, flying the circuit no lower than
SOO'agl.

Bureau of Air Safety personnel are
assisting the coroner in investigating the
accident. Early indications are that the microlight spiralled into the ground following a
stall at low level. I will publish full details
once the coroner's findings are released.

Special procedures for airports are published In ERSA (Enroute Supplement
Australia) or can be determined by telephoning the airfield prior to operating at, or flying
into the airfield. When mixed operations are
being conducted a Duty Pilot should be nom-

Yes - you fm:l afford a GPS !

I

"..",'_.',

I have received feedback from an
HGFA microlight pilot,
Kevin
Dennes, after the reference in my
June report to circuit procedures. He
questioned
the
current
PHG
Operations Manual's specifying circuits at 300' AGL. This Section is
now outdated, to clarify my statements, I reproduce the relevant
Section of the soon to be issued new
Manual :

Circuits
An increasing number of approvals are
being gained for hang gliding and paragliding operations at airports and airfields and
therefore more hang glider and paraglider
pilots are involved in joint operations with
GA aircraft, ultralights and weightshift
microlights (known as "mixed" operations).
It is therefore important that all pilots understand the circuit procedures used by powered
aircraft.

A standard leji-hand circuit is to be
observed unless impractical or otherwise
specified.
AlP OPS 46. I. I

A ircraji may join the pattern of traffic in
use for the landing direction in the upwind,
crosswind or downward leg as the case may
be (usually overflying the circuit area at a
height of at least 1500 'agl).
The height at which aircraji join the circuit depends on the type of operations and
local operational procedures.
For general aviation the height is usually
1000 feet above ground level, whilst for
ultralight and weightshift microlight operations, the height is dependent on local rules
set down by the airport owner/operator.
These rules may require ultralights and
weightshift micro lights to circuit at the same
height as other aircraji, or sometimes at a
lower height (such as 800' or 500 'A GL).

inated and.specific procedures determined to
ensure no conflict between aircraft.

Aircraji intending to land at an aerodrome must either conform with, or avoid,
the pattern of aircraji within the circuit area.
CAR I 66( 1)(b)
To minimise the likelihood of conflict, it
is recommended that hang gliders and
paragliders approach the airport above circuit height (at least 2000' AGL), lose altitude on the "dead" side, and fly the "standard" circuit direction below and inside the
general aviation circuit. Gliders should then
land on the verge of the runway on the circuit side, thus never crossing low over the
runway.

-

The best navigation system we
have seen for sport aviation flying.
It's the world's smallest GPS.
lightweight. waterproof. simple to
use. moving map display. night
light. easy "one handed" control,
tracks up to 8 satellites, up to
20 hours use on a set of alkaline
batteries (included). FREE extra
12 volt power lead. FREE mounting
kit and FREE carry cover InCluded.
Now you can own a GPS !!

GARM /N GP5 45 ...

When it is not practicable to conform to
the standard circuit direction, gliders and
glider-tugs have an exemption from CAR
166 to allow a contra-circuit pattern.

ONLY $ 895

The glider circuit is then made on the
opposite side (or dead side) of the runway to
that used by general aviation aircraft.
(Landing on the verge of the runway and
never crossing low over the runway.)

Phone or Fax your order

NOTE: The "dead" side is the side of
the runway which is not being used by powered aircraft, i.e. the side opposite the circuit
area.

No aircraji may land on the runway
unless it is clear of other aircraji.
After landing move clear of the runway
as soon as possible.
equivalent to CAR 166
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LIMITED OFFER /I
Credit Card or COD OK
ANSE1T NEXT DAY· DELIVERY . 16
All prlcC6 I{u~cd tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182
NORTH BALWY'N. VIC. 3104

(0:3) 94:31 - 21:31
(0:3) 9744 - 1:305
24 HR FAX (0 3) 9431-1869

._---- ----_.
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The
"runway"
includes the area inside
the white gable markers
surrounding the runway.
After landing adjacent
the runway, the glider
pilot must move the glider from the runway area
as soon as practicable,
i.e. outside the boundary
formed by the gable
markers.

The glider and pilot
were found pointing
downwind near the line.
marks on the leading
edge indicating that the
glider had struck the
line, spinning to strike
the ground tailwind .

ACCIDENTS
No matter what you
fly, you must always be
prepared to cope with
any change in the environment
or
circumstances. An instructor
told me of picking up an
Eric Brandon, father of Chris Brandon, pilots the Flyright Aviation
ex student from a most
the Hunter Valley
unlikely landing paddock
- the paddock was surSeveral accidents have been reported
rounded by trees and
similar to this first one listed, the need to
could only be described as an absolute last
quickly adapt your flight plan as the need
resort landing area. The pilot was quick to
explain that, as the instructor had taught him,
arises cannot be overemphasised.
he had several alternate landing areas picked
No.1
out as he crossed a gap in the ridge. He
encountered sink much stronger than he
Pilot: Restricted Certificate Holder
anticipated and quickly each optional padExperience: 12 hours
dock in order of preference was discounted.
Pilot Injury: Minor scratches
Aircraft: Novice/Intermediate hang glider
As the pilot stated: "It was lucky I had plenty
of options - I needed every one' "
Aircraft Damage: Bent batons
Site: Coastal site
Whether you fly a glider or microlight,
an emergency landing area is a must. I find
myself consistently (and consciously) updating my options by changing my preferred
(and alternate) landing paddock. Not only do
you need to have a chosen paddock but you
must allow enough height to have a good
look around before setting up your approach.
Often no matter what precautions you make,
problems still arise as the following accident
reports show.

Description: Pilot was approaching
landing area on beach and decided to squeeze
in an extra 360p tum to lose height to save
having to carry the glider back along the
beach. The glider failed to clear bushes at the
back of the beach, clipped bushes with
wingtip, stalled and spun into bushes.
Comments: The old "safety should not
be compromised for the sake of convenience" again raises its head.

No.2

. ---

~--~~-~

KYWISE

POWERED HANG GLIDING
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won't cosl you the earth!
We spend most of our lime above it.

Z'e

S~I

For the lowest prices on
all your TRIKING needs
AIRBORNE & ROTAX SPARE PARTS . RADIOS, INTER CO MS,
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

CALL LUKE CARMODY

c.r.I.

028745260 ;:::: 018446771
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS
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Pilot: Advanced Certificate Holder
Experience: "Hundreds of hours"
Pilot Injury: Broken ribs, fractured pelvis,
severe head injuries and brain damage
Aircraft: High performance hang glider
Aircraft Damage : Bent control frame and
crossbar, broken keel
Site: Inland XC landing paddock
Description: Though nobody witnessed
the accident, the following scenario has been
determine . Whilst flying XC on a windy day
(15 knots+), the pilot decided that rather than
try to cross a patch of trees, he would fly
toward the road to land, notifying friends by
radio of his intentions. The chosen paddock
was large, but contained power lines. Near
the road was a power pole wi th three single
strand power lines radiating in separate
directions over long spans. It appears that the
pilot may have spotted two of the three lines
and set up a landing parallel to the road, possibly seeing the third line at the last minute .

Quasar 582 over

Comments: Though
first indications were
that the pilot may not
survive the accident, he
has since made good
progress toward a full
recovery. Power lines,
particularly single strand
lines over long spans are
glider traps - it is impossible to spend too much
time looking for them!

No.3

Pilot: Microlight Pilot
Certificate Holder
Experience: 125 hours
Pilot Injury: Bruised back and fractured
vertebra
Aircraft: CAO 95.32 registered microlight
Aircraft Damage: Bent wheel struts, base
bar and mast, pod cracked, prop destroyed.
tom sail , broken mast and front pole
Site: Inland XC landing paddock
Description: Pilot was flying solo and
returning to home strip. At approx. 1000 ' the
engine coughed and returned to cruise power
setting several times, during this time the
pilot attempted to check possible causes, i.e.
choke partially on, fuel turned off, etc .
Having descended to 600' and still 2kms
from home strip, the pilot decided to outland.
After selecting a paddock in front of him. the
pilot made a straight-in approach. Though he
had looked and not seen any power poles, at
15' the wing hit an unseen power line . The
aircraft stopped instantly and fell to the
ground.
Comments: Inspection revealed that the
private power line ran from a pole among
trees beside the paddock to a house on the
other side. In the pilot's words: " We all know
that power lines are invisible - f now know
that power poles can be too!"
The reason for the engine problem has
not been determined, though a fuel drain was
not done prior to the day 's flying - do that
fuel drain!!!!!

THANX FOR THE HELP
Work commitments have caught up with
James Nathaniel and he can no longer compile our Accident Data Base - thanks for your
help to now James!
Jenny Ganderton has volunteered to take
over the job - good one Jenny!
Once some statistics from last year's
accidents can be determined they will be
publi shed in Skysailor.

Fly safely, Craig Worth 0
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Reserve Parachutes - Press Release
Roochutes Australia are presently testing a new tupe of hang glider reserve . The basic design and configuration have been worked out
with the help of an engineer from USB!, the company empowered
with the responsibility of manufacturing and packing the recovery
parachutes for NASA. With the new type of exotic fabric we have
been able to reduce the diameter to 18 ' and 20' respectively.

Coleambally Flyin
2-3 September 1995
All forms of aircraft welcome. 34 0 41', 145 0 53'. Nearest large
town is Griffith. Phone John Burgess 069 544102 for further details.

HGFA 1995 National Awards Night

Both models have pulled down apexes. The parachutes are easy to
identify. All the materials used are international yellow in colour.
Next series of tests are from an aircraft with 220 mph lAS and a suspended load of 300 lbs. More updates in future issues.

Warning to Members

To be held at the Orient Hotel (upstairs) Cm Argyle & George
Streets Sydney. Saturday 16 September 7.30-9.00 pm and then rage
on till dawn.
Special Guest Speaker, plus National Champions, famous personalities, infamous personalities. Hang glider, paraglider and microlight
pilots all welcome! Live music, lucky door prize.
Contact Ian Jarman 069 472888 or your local club.

Members are advised that a US National Site Guide advertised in
the January 1995 issue appears to have been a scam . To date the
advertiser has ignored his account to pay for this advert. As this issue
goes to the printer, I have just been contacted by a member who sent
his money for the site guide and has received zilch! An unfortunate
outcome of this type of thing, is that we become more suspicious of
future well-intentioned advertisers.

New Glider Overseas

Radio Warranty - Press Release
Icom (Australia) pleased to announce that beginning I July 1995,
a two year warranty period has been introduced to cover all
Transceivers, Receivers and serial numbered items. Other accessories
still have a twelve month warranty period.
While Icom hopes that their customers do not have to invoke the
new warranty, they believe this decision will provide added confidence in the quality of our product.

British manufacturer Avian has just released the Java, designed to
be a competition standard glider available in supine as well as prone .
Other features include a new sail design, new batten profile, kingpost mounted hang point, increased double surface, new compression
strut design and automatic tension release from leading edge when
packed to prolong leading edge life.
Avian has designed their own VB system which incorporates
sealed ball bearings and very large travel. The introductory price for

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS & MICROLIGHTS
Chilled out down south?
Proprietor Stan Roy
26 years as
,
"
'
Hang Gliding Instructor
Come have a flYing holiday with us
Senior PHG Instructor
on Queensland's beautiful Sunshine
Ph: 074459185 or 018 986796
Coast, 1 hour north of Brisbane
Hang gliding: Novice & extension courses
*
*

."

*
*
*

*
•
•
•
•

Fast-tracking novice - intermediate airtime
Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch
Aero tow courses using slow XL tug
Foot launch , dolly launch and car tow. Also platform launch .
Coastal and inland flying
Punters/Jelly flyers: Special conversion course
Fly those shallow and restricted take offs that elude you
Cross country flights that you dream of
Solve your penetration problems
Don't stagnate - extend yourself!

Trike training on docile Pegasus XL or Quantum
Hangared trikes and briefing room at Cooloola
Sports Airport
Camping, cabins, motels , 24 hour food
Sales: Pegasus and Quantum
Very reasonable rates
Accessories and parts: pods, trike covers, soft
sides, map holders, windsocks, bar mitts.
Assistance for 95 .10 builders .
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this glider is £2969. The glider has placed
2nd and II th in the British Open and I st in
the Celtic Cup.
For further information contact Avian Ltd
Stretfield Mill Bradwell Sheffield S30 2JT,
Tel: 0433 621308, fax: 0433 621753.

WORLD'S '95
Gliders flown by the top 50 pilots •
Manuracturer Gli ders
Moyes
Airwave

lcaro
Tecma
Wills Wings
Entetprise Wings
La Mouette

1995 World Champion

16
8
6
5
4
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COUNTRY
CZECH REPUBUC
AUSTRIA
FRANCE
ENGLAND
SWITZERLAND
AUSTRIA
ENGLAND
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND
USA
UKRAIN
ITALY
GERMANY
FRANCE
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND
~UELA

AUSTRAI1A
AUSTRAI1A
FRANCE
AUSTRALIA
SWEDEN
USA
SWITlERLAND
USA
ENGLAND
FRANCE
ITALY
SWEDEN
AUSTRIA
AUSTRALIA
AUSTRAI1A
USA
ENGLAND
BRAZIL
SLOVENIA
GERMANY
ENGLAND
SWITZERLAND
CANADA
USA
AUSTRALIA
USA
AUSTRIA
ITALY
SWITZERLAND
SPAIN
GERMANY
GERMANY
MEXICO

XTRALITE
KLASSIC
LAMINAR
LAMINAR
XTRAllTE
LAMINAR
SUNRISE
XTRALITE
XTRAUI'E

~ Icaro

12 . 0%

•

Tecma

10 .0%

•

Enterprise Wings

6 .0%

La Mouott o

" . 0%

Wills WIngs

8 . 0%

~ Bautek

• 0%

CS
tl:'!I
\2l

Airborne

4 . 0%

Sorar Wings

2 . 0%

Unknown

20%

New FA1 World Record Attempts

Class 0-3 Paraglider

GLIDER
XTRAUI'E
LAMlNARI4
Fl
SCANDAL
XTRALITE
LAMINAR 14
KLASSIC
FI
XTRAllTE
CROSS COUNTRY
RACER
LAMINAR
SUNRISE
KLASSIC
FI
XTRAllTE
KLASSIC
XTRALITE
XTRALITE
FI
DESIRE
KLASSIC
KLASSIC
XTRAllTE
XTRAl1I'E
XTRAllTE
Fl
RACER
BLADE RACE
CROSS COUNTRY
XTRALITE
DESIRE
CROSS COUNTRY
XTRAllTE
KLASSIC
RAMAIR
DESIRE
KLASSIC

XTRAillE
?
BLAOO

16 .0%

Airwave

·Stallslic)' taken from officia l rC5ulta '

1995 World Championships. Ager, Spain
PLACE TarAL NAME
9257 SUCHANEK TOMAS
I
2 9033 RUHMER MANFRED
3 8652 WALBEe RICHARD
4 8326 ARKWRIGHT DARREN
5 8208 HERRMANN FRANZ
6 8116 HElNRICHE GEROLF
7 8085 PENDRY JOHN
8 8007 CHAUVET AlJJN
9 8053 SCHENK MARK
10 8007 LEEJIM
1I 7980 BONDARTCHUK OLEG
12 7908 CIECH CHRISTIAN
13 7860 BAUMER JOBST
14 7836 DUMONf JEAN MARC
15 7836 TASTET SERGE
16 7824 STRUBROOER
17 7791 DITTMAR JOHNSON C
18 7634 COOPER DREW
19 7596 BLENKINSOP STF1'lIEN
20 7559 GERARD JEAN FRANCOISE
21 7432 ZUPANC MICHAa
22 7426 KARLSSON MATS
23 7310 GIBSON MARK
24 73(1) HARRI MARTIN
25 7304 KOJIBRAD
26 7288 R1GGGOROON
27 7225 POUlEI' ERIC
28 7187 BRICOU ERMINIO
29 7180 THORNANDER HANS
30 7169 PLATINERRUPERT
31 7140 TULLOCH GEOFFRY
32 7130 NEWLAND MARK
33 7130 TUOORLARRY
34 7124 STEPHENS MICHAEL
35 7080 WOI11ANDRE
36 7073 PEIFRNEL FRANC
37 7020 BOUHOLGER
38 70Cf} HAMILTON ROBIN
39 6993 MAlITYTONY
40 6958 MUllER CHRJS
41 6925 HOWE NELSON
42 6898 GIlMOUR STEPHEN
43 6896 BENNEIT MARK
44 6894 KOfHGASSER WOOOANG
45 6837 BUSCA AllESANDRO
46 6834 AMBUID.. CHRISTOPH
47 6725 VINAS oor FRENCESO
48 6688 KRATlNER CHRISTOF
49 6658 BAIER BOB
50 6593 OOI'ES RUOOLPH

32 . 0fMI
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2
During July in Ager, Spain, Tomas
Bautek
2
Airborne
2
Suchanek took his third consecutive World
Solar Wings
I
Championship Title in an exciting finish. On
I
~
Tolal
50
the second last day Tomas lost his 280 point
advantage to a huge thunderstorm that closed
the day down. The final day began with
Tomas in the lead by only I (one) point. After
11 days of World Championship flying, with
190 pilots from 36 coutries and after a difficult 110 km day task,
Tomas Suchanek crossed the goal line to take, once again, the gold
medal and the title of World Champion.

~ Mayos

&!

Pilot Name: Patrick Berod; Country: France; Glider: Edel Energy
30; Site: to be confirmed; Type of Record:
Speed over a 25 km triangular course;
Category: General; Performance: 18.52
km /h; Date: 2 May 1995; Previous World
Record: 17.33 km/h (Eric Oddy - 28.7.94)

MANUFACTURER
MOYES
ICARO
TECMA
SOLAR WINGS
MOYES
ICARO
AIRWAVE
TECMA
MOYES
WILLS WINGS
lAMOUEITE
ICARO
BAUTEK
AIRWAVE
TIDfA
MOYES
AIRWAVE
MOYES
MOYES
TECMA
ENTERPRISE WINGS
AIRWAVE
AIRWAVE
MOYES
MOYES
MOYES
TECMA
lAMOUEITE
AIRBORNE
WILLS WINGS
MOYES
ENTERPRISE WINGS
WILLS WINGS
MOYES
AIRWAVE
WILLS WINGS
ENTERPRISE WINGS
AIRWAVE
MOYES
?
AIRBORNE
MOYES
AIRWAVE
ICARO
ICARO
MOYES
ICARO
HAUTEK
MOYES
MOYES

Pilot Name: Patrick Berod; Countly:
France; Glider: Edel Energy 30; Site:
Albertville, Savoie (France); Type of Record.
Speed over a 25 km triangular course ;
Category: General ; Performance: 28.28
km/h; Date: 27 June 1995 ; Previous World
Record.' 17.33 km/h (Eric Oddy - 28.7.94)

Class 0-2 Hang glider with a rigid
wing
Pilot Name: William Osoba; Country:
USA; Glider: Carbon Dragon; Site:
Hutchinson, KS (USA); Type of Record.
Straight distance;
Category: General ;
Performance: 385 km; Date: IS July 1995 ;
Previous World Record: 230.2 km (William
Woodruff - 26.6.93)
Pilot Name: Eric Beckman; Country:
USA; Glider: Swift; Site: Reno, NY (USA);
Type of Record: Speed around a 100 km triCategolY:
General;
angular
course;
Pelformance: 50 km/h; Date: 16 Jul y 1995 ;
Previous World Record: New

Class 0-1 Hang glider
Pilot Name: Martin Henry; Country:
Canada; Glider: to be advised: Site :
Mansfield (USA); Type of Record' Speed
over a ISO km triangular course ; CategOlY
General ; Pelformance: 30.8 km/h; Date: IS
July 1995 ; Previous World Record: 26 .3 1
km/h (D rew Wayne Cooper - 10.6.89)
Pilot Name: Mia Schokker; CountlY:
Canada; Glider: to be advised; Site :
Mansfield (USA); Type of Record: Speed
over a 100 km triangular course; Category:
Feminine ; ' Performance: 24.41 km/h; Date:
IS July 1995 ; Previous World Record: New
The above details are provisional. When
all evidence required has been received and
checked, the record will be homologated (if
appropriate). 0
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Notes on the 1995

Sky Cyles

World Championships,
Ager Spain
From the Moyes Team

14 Northern Ave, Moorabbin
Airport, Mentone, Vic 3194
Phone: 03 5875975,
Mobile: 018 336346,
Fax: 03 5875976

Quantum from $19,995 + freight
You have tri ed the rest, now

FLY THE BEST!

From Steve, the results to date are:

Day 1 from Ager:
Real good flying. Tomas won the day. Steve Gilmo ur second or
third . 2 yanks didn't make it but the others had fast scores. All the
French made it. Aussie team in I st or 2nd

Compare the Quantum and you will realise that
it is unequalled in safety, smoothness and
engineering quality.

Standard features:

Day 2:
Cancelled, did not fly, too windy

Day 3:
From Bill:
Short task. Steve Gilmo ur, Mark Newland, Steve Moyes first to
cross the line but not fastest time. Scoring system has penalty for taking off late, penalty for finishing late. Quite a good system .
Wrist cutting day for Tomas, Drew, Blinky.
Tomas changed VG rope for thinner-less drag, which got caught
in pulleys so he couldn't use VG. Lost lead to Manfred.
Drew and Blinky made goal but slow time. A lot of finishers at
goal. Looks like real good day today (day 4), gotta get up there early,
gotta go.

Day 4 of Competition Third Flying Day
From Molly : can't get copy of results from HQ - not available lots of protests
I st
2nd
4th

Pty ltd

Matts Karlson - Sweden
Tomas
Manfred
Swiss Team won the day, all Xtralites, Mark Schenk I st in
Drew, Geoff, Mark, Zupy all made goal
Bob Baier, Steve Gilmour, Steve Moyes, Steve B didn't make it

Tomas came in 30 seconds before Manfred, sticking close together. Steve M got caught at back of mountain. Blinky 3/4 km from goal,
hard landing to miss power lines, unconscious for a moment
A lot of dust devils; a lot of broken gliders
Taiwanese pilot killed on last practise day due to bad landing.
Taiwanese team left
American paraglider pilot broke her back - going home tomorrow.
200 pilots

DayS
Results after 4th Flying Day
6 Australian home. Geoff missed out; Blinky OK; Tomas lucky to
get there.
Big thunderstorm, pilots land ing in lightning, thunder. 100 km
task
4 hours drive to goal home at midnight, retrieve slow, narrow
roads .
French pilot landed in no-man 's land.
Still protest about big day 127 kin task, 40 left on hill, may be
cancelled. Still have not seen proper score.
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*

Best speed range and handling available

*
*

In-flight trim standard

*
*

3 wheel suspension, including drum
brakes
castering front wheel

Section S certification . Quantums are sold
around the world .
A test flight, information and video are available
throughout Australia due to the large number sold
last year. Contact Sky Cycles Pty ltd for further
information .

Full Range of Microlights
Pegasus QUANTUM and XL Tug
AirBorne EDGE 582 AND 503
Longjon VENTURER

Communica Intercoms
Gold & Beta available (ex-stock) $1250 still
the best

Trike Training Manuals
Instructors, pilots and students should be
using our approved CM Study Program.
Have you covered the whole CM syllabus?
Includes practice exams, ROA, BAK &
Extended Ops.

Second Hand Trikes
Large assortment available. Phone for a list.

Video
Information video refundable on Trial
Instructional Flight

Venturer
•
•

•
•

2 seat Section Strike
800 sold worldwide
excellent speed range

$13;620 + freight
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Molly and Paul Mollison add it up themselves.
4 Xtralite in top 10. Swiss up there.
Teams: Swiss, Austrian, Australian
Yesterday's placings were wrong, should
have been:
1st
2nd
3rd

Tomas
Manfred and Matts - tied
Christian Ciech (Italian)

Molly thinks Manfred is in the lead after
yesterday
Going through lots of spares; Jed repairs
3 per day. Yesterday the Korean picked up 10
uprights
Have lost count of the days

Yesterday:

Gliders Flown:
MOYES
ICARO
AIRWAVE
WILLSWINGS
AEROS
AIRBORNE
TECMA
ENTERPRISE WINGS
SOLARWINGS
LA MOUETTE
BAUTEK
SEEDWINGS
FIREBIRD
?
Total

51
36
31
13
13
10
8
6
5
4
3
3
I
6

190

DayS

Real good day - 130 km task, did it in 3.5
hours.

Manfred won the day again with Tomas
hot on his tail. Tomas stiil in the lead by
about 140 points .

Manfred won the day. Tomas 2.5 minutes
behind. Tomas still in the lead, Manfred second, Richard Walbec third. Had the cut at
130 pilots.

Only 3 made goal being Manfred, Tomas
and Bob Baier. Steve Gilmour was best
placed Australian for the day.

Day before yesterday
Cancelled

2 days before yesterday
Real stable difficult day. Tomas did very
well and took the lead with a 250 point lead.
Manfred had a bad day.

Day 9
Bill called today after the 9th flying day.
Tomas won the day and now has a 300 point
lead on Manfred Ruhmer.

Manfred got to the 3rd turnpoint just
ahead of the pack, and just before a big storm
clo ud shut everyone down, including Tomas .
Tomas is sti ll in the lead by about 40-50
points.
Mark Gibson was the only pilot to make
goal.

1 day to go.
Bill called about 2 hours ago; he had just
returned from goal.
We were wrong in our calculations from
yesterday and Manfred went into the final
day in the lead by I point.
The task was about 110 kms. Manfred
and Tomas went into the last thermal before
final together, Manfred about 10 m above
Tomas, they climbed together. Manfred left
for final, to beat Tomas to the line : but he left
a bit early and landed 10m short of goal.
Tomas stayed for a bit more height and made
it.
Bill says one more tum and Manfred
would have made it, so it looks like ...

1st Tomas Suchanek Moyes Xtralite
Vee Haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!!!!!!!!! 0

Two days to go!
A tense day in the camp, in what Bill
described as a disastrous day.

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
Weighs only 2.5 kgs
Totally Australian made
2.
3.
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
4.
5.

24 hour hot line seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery

6.
7.

Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes

8.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute
Federation approved parachute Rigger "B"
Free owner's manual with every parachute

9.
1O.

Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409
16
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A COMPET"'ON
CAllED

BOWNGER
Paragliding World Cup Zillertal,
24-28 May 1995
By Urs Duback Technical Delegate
29 May 1995
Bad weather conditions have disturbed
the Zillertal event in previous years, but, as
the sun was back for 1995, 130 pilots finally
discovered the fantastic flying potential of
the Zillertal and Pinzgau sites. Good organisation, meteo service and task-setting (carried out by Austrian ex-pilot, Michael
Kraeftner) made three races possible of 80,
78 and 52 km each. However, the highlight
of the competition was the performance of
one pilot: Hans Bollinger (CH, Advance),
who won the competition with a classic hattrick, winning all three races - this makes
him winner of 4 consecutive PWC tasks, as
he also won the last task in Feltre. He is the
current World Cup superstar and, even before
the season is hal f run, everybody is asking
just one question. Who can stop him from
winning the 1995 title? Stephan Stieglair (A,
Aircotec), the new World Champion, feeling
the pressure in his home ground? The everpresent Walter Holzmuller (A, Nova)? Or
perhaps one of the new stars, Peter Luethi
(CH, Nova) or Eduard Taschler (I, Nova)?
The tasks were similar to those seen in
Feltre: fast goal races with air-starts and
many pilots in goal attractive to both competitors and spectators. Only well-prepared,
mentally strong pilots with a excellent technique and top-of-the-range equipment had
the possibility of finishing in the best positions.
In the Women's Ranking, Silvia Siegrist
(CH , Edel) also showed great performance,
winning the third task and second in the
other two , winning the event and now lead-

Date
Task
Course
No. competing
No at goal
Av. speed winner
Winners

Women

Remarks

August 1995

ing the World Cup ranking. The other task
winners, Daniela Anke (D) and Claire
Bernier (F, Edel) remain serious contenders
for the title.

" NEVER RAINS, BUT

Nova still has a solid lead in the
Constructor's Trophy, while the Best Nation
ranking is closely fought between leading
Switzerland and Austria.

Pre-PWC, Granada,
7-11 June 1995

Competition Results
2
3
4
5

Ch
Ch
A
A
Ch

3000
2748
2743
2684
2680

Overall National Team Results
Rank
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
13

CH
A
I
F
D
GB
FL
CZ
SWE
SL
LI
USA
J
DEN

Nation

Points

Switzerland
Austria
Italy
France
Germany
Great Britain
Liechtenstein
Czech Republic
Sweden
Slovenia
Lithuania
USA
Japan
Denmark

2045
1766
766
639
414
325
250
ISS
137
25
II
7
6
6

Overall Constructor Team Results
Rank
I

2
3
4
5
6
7

Construct.
NOVA
ADVA
EDEL
UP
AIRW
AZRC
lTV

Points

Nova
2156
Advance Thun SA 1230
Edel
541
UPlDaiichi Komho 410
Airwave Gliders
312
Aircotec AG
302
lTV
67

Womens Overall World Cup
Ranking Report
2
3
4
5

Weds, 24 May
Race to Goal 80 Ian
Hoehenstr. to ZeU, 2 turn points
125
74 or 59%
30 kmIh!

I. Bollinger (CH, Advance)
2. Holzmuller (A, Nova)
3. Luethi (CH., Nova)
I. Anke (D)
2. Siegrist (CH, Edel)
3. Fouilleux (F)
2 crossings of Gerlos Pass - 1st
turnpoint in Pinzgau.

.

Bollinger, H
Hefti, R
Holzmullre, W
Stieglair, S
Nef, 0

SIEGRIST, Silvi
CH
BERNIER, Clair
F
ANKE, Daniela
0
PERNER, Camil
A
BUZZI , FERRARIS Z

EDEL
EDEL

"POURS!
By Spanish Joe
" If yo ur country needs rain, organise a
PWC" seemed to be the general opinion at
the Pre-PWC in Granada, southern Spain. As
the whole area has suffered from a severe
drought during the last four years, who
would believe that the second week of July,
nonnally prime flying season, would bring
stonns, hail and floods .
Despite these unusual conditions, participants managed to fly every day. Pilots from
France, Portugal, Italy, Spain, England, New
Zealand and South Africa flew 3 tasks from
the magnificent peak of the Sierra Nevada at
3480 m above sea level. The first task, an 18
km race to the official landing field, limited
only due to the unusual conditions, was won
by Spanish pilot Cristobal Aranda. Betrand
Roche (F, UP) won the second task, open distance on an axis, with a 41 km flight. The
final task, race to goal, was won by Daniel
Crespo Valdez, who flew 47 km, which
gained him first prize for the event.
Club Draco, the organiser, provided an
enjoyable competition in pleasant surroundings (complete with swimming pool), generous prizes and all for a minimal entry fee .
They hope to hold a full PWC at the same
time next year.
Results
I.
2
3.
4.
5.

Daniel Crespo Valdez (E)
Carlos Izquierdo (E, lTV)
Steve Ham (GB , Airwave)
Shaun Gilbert (NZ)
Beau Basson (SA)

News From England

620
SIS
405
EDEL 310
AIRW 210

Tues, 25 May
Race to Goal 78 Ian
Hoehenstr. to ZeU, 4 turn~ints
126
68 or 54%
24 kmIh
I. Bollinger
2. Stieglair (A, Aircotec)
3. Tam~erlA, Edell
I. Bernier (F, Edel)
2. Siegrist (CH, Edel)
3. Cochepain (F, ITV)
3 crossings of valley.
Cut to 77 pilots.

Although Steve Ham (GB, Airwave Alto
Extreme) lives in Piedrahita, Spain, on
returning to his homeland for the British
League in May, he made off with a new
British open distance record of 175 km from
Long Mind to
Pulloxhill
In
Bedforshire .
Steve will be
Sun, 24M~
the meet direcRace to Goal 52 Ian
tor of the PWC
Hoehenstr. to ZeU, 3 turnpoints
in Piedrahita in
69
July, a role that
56 or 81%
can well played
27 kmIh
by a competition pilot, as
1. Bollinger
proved
by
2. Buehler (FL, UPIDK)
J
0
c
k
y
3. Eder (A)
Sander son
1. Siegrist
(GB) who car2. Bernier
ried out this
3. Anke
function at the
Shorter task to allow early film
British League.

checkiI1&

o

~ .
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Splash down under
the water surface
(or Thoughts on Water Landing)
By Steven H Ph an
PLASH !!! I witnessed the most
bizarre thing ever seen from below the
surface of the water. There was a big
splash with lots of bubbles. As they disappeared, I would discover the strangest sight.
A man strapped in a bag with ropes and
buckles everywhere, floating in a very agitated fashion near the top of a metal frame
structure with a huge sail on top that prevented him from reaching the surface ...

S

This is what I saw at the water
landing night organised by the
Northern Beaches Hang Gliding
Club.
It was a fun filled night which
gathered 20-something pilots around
a swimming pool and a glider. To
start with, how could you not laugh at
the sight of a hang glider in full flying gear, in his harness, under a glider, standing on the edge of an eight feet
deep pool (and waiting for a lull!).

Aside from the fun, the night was educational beyond my best expectations. All
pilots flying coastal and risking to encounter
aquadabatic conditions learned a lot, hopefully enough to save their lives if they over-

stretch their flight to the point where they are
forced to a water landing.
Sitting calmly at the bottom of the pool
with scuba diving gear on, and rescuing
pilots running out of air with the octopus,
allowed me observe a range of water landing
situations and techniques. May these observations be useful to all in our community.
Roughly half of the water landings would
have resulted in death by drowning had it not
been for the rescuers. In real ocean conditions, I believe the results would have been
even worse. Accounting for this would be a

"Roughly half of the water
landings would have resulted
in death by drowning had it
not been for the rescuers. "

lesser visibility, rougher conditions, and the
added stress of both not making it to the
beach and of not having any ready help nearby.

Generally speaking, pilots who did the
training with their
full flight gear,
including suit or
jumpers and particularly shoes, had
significantly more
problems
getting
away. I remember
25 Beverley Ave, WARILLA NSW 2528
one such pilot, who
Why buy imported items, when there is an Australian product
"died" three times
manufactured to the same standards, at a cheaper price?
before being successful,
even
RESERVE Parachutes, for hang gliders & paragliders with much
though
he
was
slower descent rates than the imported brands. Manufactured to T.S .O.
quite calm and
C23b (CAO 103.18) specifications by Roochutes Australia's Barry
organised
every
Lewis, an approved Class "A" Parachute Rigger with over 15 years
time. Being very
experience in Parachute Free Fall Operations . Offering the largest
serious about the
range of reserve parachutes available; 8 sizes for hang gliders, 4 sizes
drill, he was wearfor paragliders, including Tandem reserves. All sizes can also be fitted
with Pulled Down Apex.
ing a lot of clothes,
Prices from: $450 (SAVE $100)
exactly the same
SJOSTROM VARIO/ALTIMETER MODEL VA, the most popular
ones he normally
and reliable unit available in Australia with a backup service un
wears flying coastal
matched by any imported product. Excels in marginal lift conditions.
in Fall / Winter. He
Fast, sensitive analogue vario. Averager, high resolution audio,
perhaps also had a
compact, resilient and shower proof. Easy inflight control, altimeter in
difficult
cocoon
2ft increments, convertible to metric . Mounting bracket included .
...
This
still
harness
With two year warranty.
Price on application for best price around
goes a long way in
• All prices plus freight while stocks last·
showing that successful water landing (Water landing

AUSSIE FLIGHT
Products

PHONE: (042) 971923 or (018) 424279
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is in itself the result of a misjudgement, but
once a mistake has been made, we must manage the situation as well as possible.) is harder than it seems.
Gear, as seen, certainly mattered in how
quickly, if at all, the pilot could free himself.
This remark extends to harnesses. Cocoons
appeared definitely the hardest to get out of,
due to the complexity of the multiple ropes
and loops. Then came streamlined, close-fit,
front entry harnesses. If they were tight, getting out of them implied undoing all the
buckles and zippers. This could take a long
time, relative of course to the 20 seconds or
so that pilots on average held their breath . (I
remember having to provide air to a very
relaxed pilot, who was - with a smile too! slowly undoing the buckles of his harness
one after the other.. . but ran out of air anyway.) If harnesses were looser, particularly
around the shoulders, pilots co uld slide out
through the top of the harness, just like with
the regular pods, which seemed the easiest,
or rather the least difficult harness to get out
of. A noteworthy issue was raised. If yo u can
slide out of your harness like a breeze under
water, what prevents you from doing the
same, involuntarily in the air? In oth er
words, don 't go running around loosening
your shoulder straps too much when you fly
coastal!
Pilot techniques were varied. Obviously
panicking and rushing things too much inexorably lead to "death". It was, as expected,
very clear that methodical pilots got away
more often and quicker.
Mate, don t panic,
but still be quick I
Methodical
spells survival !
is probably what OZ water-landing
poets will want to say.
The general lesson is: Be prepared!
Know what to expect so that you won't be
surprised! Have a plan of action so that you
know what you are going to do in case yo u
are ever in this situation. Most of us could
hold our breath for up to two minutes in
favourable circumstances. Do not overestimate your capabilities. Even if relatively
calm under water, because of the efforts, all
pilots felt 15 seconds was enough to feel a
pressing need for air and 30 seconds seemed
like an eternity!
Pilots were usually surprised by the fact
that they were floating near the top of the Aframe. I observed that the best situation was
when this occurred in front of the hang point,
as it allowed more freedom of movements .
Some pilots found that putting some tension
in the harness and hang loop by pulling
themselves down to the bottom of the Aframe helped.
Agitation and trying to force oneself
away from whatever one was stuck to never
worked. Pilots who had half freed themselves
but who were still held in some way tied to
the harness were usually quite successful
when they turned round, identified what was

SKYSAILOR

having the knife to a
safety string would be
a good feature to prevent it from sinking
into the abyss sho uld it
fall off its pocket or off
the hands of the hasty
pilot.

Tassie Steve at Ochre Point, SA . Photo by Jon Blake.

My personal preference
would
go
towards getting out of
the harness, which with
practice can be a sure
way of getting out and
then of being able to
swim properly. Other
pilots may have different preferences. It is a
matter of trying out
various ways and practising. This is precisely
what the water landing
night was about. Many
thanks to the organisers
and contributors, such
as Dane Snelling, Mick
Powell , Marc Hellier
and others to whom I
apologise
for
not
remembering
their
names. 0
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I Great 5pOrt aviation equlpI ment at great price5 "

~

ICOMA22

I

IT'S NEW!

I
I
I
I

The newest. li9htest.
6ma lle6t ICOM VHF
alrband radio. New
aerial design. extra I
memory. Program m61ble "Real Words" di6- I
play. full scan and •
more. The A22, more
features. 25'/. lighter •
50'!. smaller and eas- I
ier to use. A "must •
have" if you wish to fly
above b.Ooo feet or I
near MYAF airports.
I

•
I
I

•

I
I
I

ICOM A22

I

I

An alternative to getting out of the harness consisted in cutting the hang loop off
with a hook knife . This alternative seemed
relatively good, especially in the case of difficult harnesses. This method worked well in
roughly 80% of the cases. It is not fail -proof:
Finding the hang loop under-water can be
difficult, especially if no tension is applied.
One pilot turned twice around before finding
a loop. The knife went through the loop
effortlessly. This pilot then struggled but still
could not get away ... He had cut a piece of
loop that had nothing to do w ith the one he
was attached to! He seriously put at risk the
spectators under water who laughed their
lungs out. Thi s co uld have happened to anyone though, as our natu ral vision under water
is bad. Another pilot could not c ut through
the loop which was twisted around itself and
therefore had too wide a diamete r to go
through the hook knife .
The hook knife method is highly dependent upon being able to fi nd the knife qu ickly in the fi rst place. Pi lots decid ing to use
th is method should ideally have a special
pocket for the knife, so that without looking,
they could easily reach for it and get it out
without any fi ddling. It was brought up that
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I
I

Less for Cash.
Post/Pack 1B.oo

I

tying them and reached with a hand to free
themselves. A handful of pi lots pulled themselves to the leading edge between the nose
and side wires and were able to catch an
extra breath before going back under water to
finish freeing themselves. Whether this
would work out as well in the ocean swell is
debatable, but I will certainly keep this in the
back of my mind as a last resort option.

•
•

ONLY•..
$730

•
•

• ICOM "GX" BRILLIANT !
•
•

The newest, 1i9htest. ICOM UHF radiO. The
GX represents the leadin9 edge of UHF ra dio teChnology. Includes free Selcall.

BRIGHT POWERED

I

FOR A lIMlfED fi ME HIGH POWEg
UNlf ? AVAILABLE - NO EXfRA COSf /I

HANG GLIDING

I

•

BE QUICK BEAT THE NEXT PRICE RISE"

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
oo.ly 3 hrs North Ealt of Melbourne

AU Year Round Teaching
NotIdnJ: Bot the Best!

• ICOM GX
I

ONL Y.... $ 585

Expre6s Post/Pack 16.00

• ICOM 40G RADIO

I

I

It's the most popular sport aviation UHF
ever made. Frequency selection on the
top. Buy now - we can't get any more"

I

DI5COUNi

•

I

ONL Y... $ 499

I

Expree6 Post.lPack 16.00

I

• AVOCEi AL ilMEiER WATCH
•
•
•

I

Altimeter accurate up to 10 feet. vertical
5peed Indicator (with memory fUtlctloM).
multi-function watch. temperature gauge
a nd more. Made in USA. serviced in A ustralia. /nc/ueistl ~ wri6tt1aneis II

I GREAi

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741

Ph (057) 501 555
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I

$ 279

LimitedOffer to pilots. Post/pack $ 5.90
Phonelfax or mail orders OK
Credit card , Cheque or COD a lso OK.
All pr ices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182, NTH BA LWYN . 3104
(03) 431-2131, (03) 744-1305
24HR FAX (03) 9 431 - 1869
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There's Something About
Manilla ...
By Phillip Britton
here's something different about
Manilla. Gillies had its wonderful
Atherton Tableland, Eungella the
MOST civilised takeoff site in the world,
Rainbow its daunting sand blow and
Canungra its radical electrical storm (which
just about blew the tent away and then
drowned us). But here at Manilla they have
the best camp site you could ever wish to
see. For little boys and little girls who always
knew they could fly, this is another fantasy
fulfilled. Huckleberry Finn eat your heart
out! Here you wake up in the morning, crawl
out of the tent and drop a line in the river. So
what if you mainly catch carp, there was at
least one Murray Cod I'm aware of and golden perch and catfish were supposedly also
lurking in the muddy waters.

T

In the evening after a long day's flying or
an unanticipated early finish, the place to be
was IN the river, swinging from ropes and
old fire hoses attached to tall gums, (How old
are these guys anyway?) diving and falling
into the river with all the appropriate yells
and curses.
The banks of the river are dotted with
ancient trees, which come with their own
caveat (limbs fall without warning). The
tents are far enough apart for privacy and
close enough for comradeship. Once the initial fear of falling limbs is overcome, life
soon settles down to a pretty laid back routine . I am sure there must be a hard edge to
this competition, but here on the banks of the
Namoi it's very mellow. Of course where
there are fl yers there are stories and even
these were a joy to listen to. There were no

Launch at Borah

campfires, Manilla hasn 't had any rain for a
long time. Not even one of Violet's raindrops
made it across the mountains, so there was
always a high fire danger and a ban on open
fires . But stories are just as good around a
gas barbie.
For those not familiar with the area, the
big problem is geography. All the towns
around here begin with ' B', Bingarra,
Barraba, Bendemeer, Bundarra. How the hell
are you supposed to know where you're
going? And then there was the pilot who was
so doubtful about his ability to reach tum
point, let alone goal, that he didn't listen too
carefully at the morning briefing and took off
for the wrong ' B' town. Thank heavens for
an alert hang driver. In the end he flew over
tum point without realising, and no photo,
you only make that mistake once! I guess the
guys at the Royal also told their stories over
a beer at the bar, but on the river bank they
seemed to have an added flavour.

In the mornings after the hang gliders,
hang drivers and hang kids had moved out,
there were only the hang 'erons ' left to enjoy
the tranquillity. Sitting by the river with a
good
book,
watching the willows dip their
lovely
fronds
into the water,
listening to the
birds squawking,
screeching, cackGliders
ling,
warbling,
tweeting
and
chirruping
and
for all your Tandem needs call . . .
waiting for the
shadows to move
from we~t to east
SYDNEY
as
the'
sun
crossed the sky.
Town is not that
far away, about
PHONE (042) 942 545
one kilometre of

TANDEM FLYING
Endorsements

Backup Parachutes

hang gliding
CENTRE
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easy walking and its four hotels and impressive main street suggest more prosperous
times. Conscious of bringi ng new trade in,
everyone is very welcoming to the hang gliding crowd. Manilla's advertising maintains it
is one of the five best hang gliding sites in
the world and the town is working hard on
establishing itself as " the hang gliding capital
of Australia". Undoubtedly they have the
weather for it. We had seven days of gre at
conditions, three perfect blue days with thermals popping up all over and the rest with
cloud base at around 7500 '.
They now have four take off sites on Mt
Borah and Red Jack, so you can take off in
just about any wind direction. Flying sites
with consistently good conditions and a
strong support base are essential for promoting the sport and if you can revive the fortunes of a great little town while you're at it,
I'd say sell Manilla for all it's worth both in
Australia and overseas.
Sounds too much like the real world,
doesn't it? Let's get back to the river bank. If
yo u were a twitcher you'd think you ' d landed in paradise. Even for the uninitiated, the
bird life is overwhelming. Galahs, cockatoos,
corellas and grass parrots, cormorants and
ibis, currawongs, magpies and peewees,
willie wagtails and kookaburras and the
' Joan Sutherland' bird whose bell like tones
rise above the cacophony in the early morning and late afternoon . I'm told this is probably just a clever magpie, but I like to think
it's something more unique . I can' t imagine a
more wonderful way to get back. to nature
and for all those hang 'erons' who are doubtful about accompanying their pilots out bush
I say this must be the most pleasant way to
do it. Don 't sit on the hill all day or spend the
day chasing hang gliders, grab yourself a
comfy chair and a good book and spend
some time relaxing on the banks of the
Namoi. 0
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Australia's Leading & Largest
-t1~ /'I~ 7'14~ ~

* Australian Flight Tours * Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microlites

LOOKING for something new?
HIGH ADVENTURE AIRPARK:

Has flight sites for all wind directions and we fly and
thermal ALL YEAR ROUND and most sites are within
20 minutes radius . 17 sites in total within one hour
drive.

HIGH ADVENTURE:

Regularly Aero & Winch- tows mid week and on
week-ends .

HIGH ADVENTURE:

Has airstrip and hangar facilities with no ground fees.

HIGH ADVENTURE:

Has accommodation to suit everyone's budget.HIGH
ADVENTURE : Invites all hang gliding, paragliding
and trike pilots to inspect our facilities anytime, or call
us and ask for our Promo video TODAY.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

High Adventure's TOUR DATES for 1995 for
Paragliding and Hang Gliding are from 2nd
December - 9th December. This year we will travel to
new places and as well there will only be one tour, so
please book early. More details to come .

QUESTION:

What's 1800 feet high , takes south to south-east
winds and you can get there by car and it's only 10
minutes from High Adventure? Call me if you know
the answer.

CALL LEE SCOTT ON 065 565265 for any further info.

PACIFIC HIGHWAY, JOHNS RIVER 2443
PHONE/FAX: (065) 565 265 MOBILE: 018 652 582
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Welghtshlft and Centring In Thermals
by Jorg Fedler (based on
an article by Roland
Wurgler, Gleitschirm
Magazine 5/95)

r:---- ,_

General
Weightshift is not a new topic. The Delta
is the only aircraft that is controlled by
weightshift. The aerodynamics of Paragliders
are mainly ruled with the left and right
brakes. However if we apply weightshift, the
climb can be improved, especially if we are
cruising in zeros. Crossbraces don't match
wilh weightshift. You have to do without
them. Adjustable ones are good. You just
leave them loose. This way they cannot interfere with your body movements. The chest
belt from your harness should be in afairly
loose position. This enables you to shift your
body freely to either side. If, for example,
your body weight is shifted to the left side
the lifting conditions on your wing are
altered in such a manner, that the canopy is
starting to turn to the left. Not all gliders
respond
to weightshift in the same way:
some models are very sensitive, others
behave quite stubborn,
refusing to fly
straight. If you have one of those "bulls" stay
calm and think about an exchange.

place there is always an exoneration of the
lines. If with a loose chest belt an exoneration of the lines comes into effect your
body weight will tighten the lines immediately with 1 g (1 g = 9.81 m/s2 = gravity).
The "ride" is not so smooth anymore and you
may feel a bit awkward under your wing but
the tendency for collapses is distinctivel y
reduced. On the other hand : if it comes to a
collapse then you will be turning faster in
this direction. Take your pick and be prepared. After you get used to this bumpy flying you may be inclined to fly only without
crossbraces and a loose chest belt. You will
feel the "life" of your glider more intense
with your body and you do not have to worry
so often about collapses.

Weightshift pulls down one half of the wing

turn, we achieve our aim and keep down the
relative turns ink-rate.

Weight steering with crossbraces is
nearly impossible

The advantage of weigh tsh ift
Idealistically, you should fly at a mlnlmum sink rate while climbing in thermals,
which does mean you pull the brakes down
10 to 15%.

A wide open chest belt reduces the
tendency for collapses

Because the outer wing encounters a
faster airflow whilst turning, we apply much
less to no brake on this side. With most
canopies pulling 15% brake it is not always
possible to achieve the necessary turn radius
in thermals. Therefore we are forced to pull
the brake even further ..... On the other hand
if we use our body weight to supplement the

An important
side effect

UVEX
The helmet camp pilots wear.

The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your
comfort and safety.

It's the best money can buy.
Available in XS/SIMIL/XL/XXL

Phone 075 463021
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As
mentioned before, to
fly
effectively
with weightshift
it is important to
loosen your chest
belt. By doing
this you will regularly reduce the
amount of tucks
and collapses in
turbulent conditions. Before a
collapse
takes

How to centre in thermals
When your vario is talking to you with a
fast climb tone you run into a thermal. Now
you will have to decide:

SKYSAILOR

1. in which direction do I have to tum
and 2. is the thermal strong enough for a circle. Normally you react instantly and decide
to use the elevator by feeling it out with your
body or hearing it out with your vario. Your
decision in which direction to turn makes all
the difference between failure and success.
Most of the time you won't hit the centre of a
thermal. [n this case always the side of your
wing that is nearest to the centre is lifted.
Therefore you shift your body to this side
and initiate the tum. You brake on the same
side immediately after your weightshift. The
aim is to keep the centre of the thermal clean
in the middle of the circle you fly. This
process is called centring. To do this you
have basically two choices:
1. if the climb rate increases - good pilots
feel this with their bums - the circle has to be
widened and

2. with a decreasing climb rate you circle
nearer to the centre of the thermal. These
continuous changes of your circle diameter
can be achieved with supplementary weightshift to a great advantage. [t will enable you
to optimise the brake position (lowest tum
sink rate). During the climb you have to estimate continuously the thermal diameter and
the change in climb rate to adapt your circle
radius. [f you have a strong and narrow thermal it is important that you increase the bank
angle. Otherwise you will be thrown out and
start all over again. Weaker and wider ther-

mals with low
climb rate potential demand wider
circles with the
lowest
relative
turn sink rate. In
this case weightshift is on top of
the list.

(

-

While
therit
mailing
IS
important
to
apply
smooth
actions,
either
with your body or
brakes or both.
Every
hastily
applied
change
will increase the
chances of turbulence on your
wing (interruption
of the laminar airThe lifted Wing always points to the thermal centre.
flow along your
Weightshift is an excellent help for centring.
canopy). This will
automatically
lots of thermalling you will do all this autodecrease your chances for an optimised
matically and will develop an eaglesens.
climb. Note: thermalling is the opposite from
chopping timber for your fireplace! It is best
Besides there is something else which
is to observe an eagle - our hero : he will cendemands our concentration, for example
tre anew in each circle he flies applying
other pilots in the gaggle ..... 0
smooth and controlled movements! . This
demands full concentration. In time and after

Australla's first. utterly affordable.
totally transportable. foot launched

powered paraglider.
Flying traintng with accomodation available
at the ught Wing Flying Academy.
1\1rtxH:hute Info Vldeo ............$35 Inc P/H

fP,.

I(gre,

litfol'Ml1t;p~ 61111

HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING PlY LID
BAUJNA AIRPORl'. SOumERN CROSS DRNE
P.O. BOX 89
BAUlNA N.S.W. 2478
PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343
This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders
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Club and Region News

Queensland

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Saturday 8 July meeting. Our meeting
was kindly hosted by Ian and Cathy
Edmunds however, possibly due to a cold
evening (can it get cold in God's own country?), only a small number showed up.
Nonetheless a pleasant time was had with
club business conducted. Of interest to many
pilots will be the imminent refurbishment of
our Teewah ramp. The existing ramp must be
destroyed on safety grounds and a new, bigger, better and higher ramp built in the same
location. Pilots should be aware that the
National Parks have withdrawn our right to
use the existing ramp.
A request to all pilots. If you are visiting
our area and want to use our launch sites,

please contact our Chief Safety Officer
(Dave Cookman on 074 498573 or 015
588704) prior to flying. Some launch and
bomb out sites are rather tenuous and Dave
can brief you on approvals and any restrictions.
Last but not least don't forget Rainbow
Beach 27-29 December. Be there.

Sky high.
The Canecutter

New South Wales

Central Coast Hang Gliding
Club
Long time no write, long time no fly!
That must sum it up for a lot of you I'll bet.
I'm starting to worry about the weather,
whether I'm going
to get a fly soon or
not?

Prize money: $3000 cosh (so for)
Plus nominations
Plus heaps of prizes!
Run under HGFA guidelines
Nomination fee - $120.00
Budget meals, accommodation and
Happy Hours daily
The Eungella ramp is being modified to
beffer cater for paragliders

Please book early for accommodation;
bookings are heavy
NomiNatiONS~ rcscrvatioNs
PHONC~O" ~ /ION Saliba
PHONE 079 584509
FAX 079 584503
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"LOCK HIM UP BOYS" .. . and so ended
my flying career for this season. I now spend
my time waiting, yes waiting, for summer,
that is, the time when I can be allowed out in
public again. But until then I shall spend the
'tinter locked up, in a padded hanger. r just
swing, backwards and forwards in my harness, I'm at peace in here, no straight jacket
could hold me.

Signed Crazy

CI-IANGE OF DATE: SEPTEMBER COMP
NOW 27TI-I SEPTEMBER - 4TI-I OCTOBER

.:.

What's that, oh no, he's got, no, it can't
be, a white flag; I'll have to land! But where,
yes, his chair, not much room, here goes,
oops, sorry, what flare, hey ...

Just keep that fan turned on, blowing in
my face, I'll be happy ...

8ungella eltalet Mountain Xesort

.:.
.:.
.:.

me Doctor, I'm not landing until I've got at
least 3 hours today, hahahaha, wheeeee.

Things are getting rough around
here, I'm starting to
do things around
the house, things
which have nothing
to do with hanggliding!!!
Could
be
going mad? Crazy?
My shrink says I'm
flight deprived. I
stopped my practice runs from on
top of his comfy
couch to answer his
question with a
whole-hearted "NO
I'M NOT", and
continued to sail
across his plush
room with a top
landing
on
his
desktop; he he didn't drop my wing
that time! Another
run and I was soaring high above his
fish tank; a couple
of wangs later I
was zooming along
his shear cliff-like
book
shelves.
There's no stopping

~
NORTHmRN
BEACHES

Northern Beaches Hang
Gliding Club
Well it's the middle of winter and nothing's stirring, not even the mice.
In our last club meeting I spoke to a
number of members about the lack of flying
hours they have had over the past month. The
combined hours of the club' is still a higher
number than the IQ of French President Jean
Chiracs.
I have his fax if anyone is interested 00 II
331 47422465
On a fairer note, the Northern Beaches
will be involved in an inter-club competition
facing the mighty Lower Blue Mountains
and Sydney Hang Gliding Clubs with their
abundance of fresh keen young pilots. I have
especially seen some good new talent in the
Lower Mountains.
The dates of the comp are as follows:
2nd and 3rd of September; 30th Sept through
to October the 2nd; November 4th & 5th.
Keep in touch with your local club for
details. Come on you lads keep the Northern
Beaches on the map and tan some hide.
Thanks also goes out to Steve Hocking,
Jim Allen and Harvey Patterson for going
down to cold Lake George, presenting a united fro nt in opposition to the RTA's proposals
to close the sites, well done boys.
Well that's about it, but remember to
keep the home fires burning and the thermal

SKYSAILOR

underwear on and you will be thermalling to
the heights before you know it.
Reporting from the big warm Dooner,
CrQlg Docherty

Lower Blue Mountains Hang

I wish you all good flying for the coming
season.
David Middleton, President

nosed in centimetres form a huge tree and
fence! Watch out Phil, I think someone might
challenge you for the Fruit Bat Award next
month!

VICTORIA

Until next time, happy and safe flying!
Meg

Western Victorian Hang
Gliding Club
Newsflash! !

Gliding Club
At our AGM the committee remains the
same as for last year: President: David
Middleton, Vice-president: Walter Kroenig,
Secretary: Neil Glennon, Treasurer: Paul
Kirwan; excepting for the creations of the
vice-president's position. Other duties were
allocated as follows: SSO Nigel Felton, SO
Gary Hooper, SO Marco Bareiss, PR Heinz
Koch, Comp Director Nigel Felton, Winch
Director David Middleton.
The club competition was also finished
for the year and the positions were as follows : I st Neil Glennon; 2nd Wayne Evans;
3rd Gary Hooper; Most Improved Pilot Steve
Bell.
Congratulations to those pilots.
This is the second year that club comp
has been run and it is gaining in popularity. It
is open to all members to compete, runs from
I st July to 30th June each year. Competition
days usually being held once per month, the
weekend after the meeting and other dates as
declared at meetings. Free flying can also be
included although at a greatly reduced scoring rate. The competition is handicapped
according to hours flown and rating so that
novice and advanced pilots eompete on an
eq ual basis.
The first round of the 95 /96 competition
took place on Sunday 2 July at Blackheath.
The task was only a short flight to Little
Hartley but most of us found even this
impossible flying against a stiff NW wind. 2
pilots however, did manage to scrape over
Victoria Pass to make goal; they were Walter
(The Legend) Kroenig and Craig Jones who
both now take early lead in the competition.
The July meeting, which will have taken
place by the time you read thi s, is a departure
form our usual meeting place and is a BBQ
to be held at my place with the highlight
being the presentation of trophies to the winning pilots of the 94/95 competition.
Our meetings normally are held on the
last Tuesday of each month of at the
Sportsman Hotel , Kildare Road, Blacktown
starting 7.30 pm. New members are always
welcome . Just turn up at the meeting or contact me for more information.
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The club will be running the 1995/96
Hay Nationals from December 28 through to
and including the 4 January 1996. A committee has been elected to oversee the running of
it. The committee member are Phil
Campbell,
Rohan Holtkamp, Andrew
McKinnon and Meg Bailey. All correspondence or queries should be forwarded to meg
Bailey. A comp director will be chosen shortly. We will be looking for volunteers willing
to help with any tasks before and during the
compo I'll keep you updated in further issues .
Our May meeting was held at Birchip
including a towing flyin . The weather wasn't
that great and we thought we wouldn't be
able to get onto the paddock but luckily it
was just dry enough for 4 wheel drive vehicles. After the first couple of tows one member had a few problems with mud around his
wheels. after half an hour of cleaning they
were back in action. Apart form the conditions not being their best everyone had a
great time. Thanks
to everyone who
drove, flew and
stayed up till all
hours partying!!

NEVHGC
I have been a bit tardy with our newsletters of late as you no doubt noticed. Here
goes, the NEVHGC news.
Well folks this author has been pretty
busy at cloud base for the past four months,
unfortunately it was on the ground at Falls
Creek at 1500 m knocking in nails . Still get
sore arms and sunburnt lips.
We had an AG.M. on the first Saturday
of June, the new line up at the helm of the
soon to be re-named good ship Para - Hang Trike Club of The Beautiful N.E. Victorian
valleys is: President- Geoff White, jellyfish-

Cross COlilltry A(/velltllre

June meeting
saw
four
new
members
Welcome to Tony
Doolan,
Zane
Stuart
Dymke,
Garner and Harold
Niblock. We now
have membership
of 80 pilots! As
usual the meeting
went into the wee
hours of the morning (actually it officially finished at
9.15 pm) with most
of the members
enjoying a friendly
pool challenge.
The fly in the
next day was great
with all patient
pilots
benefiting
from
weather
change. I guess the
highlight of the day
(all except Stuart)
was the great landing by Stuart right
at the end of the
day, tailwind and

It's on. the big Silent Flight adventure for 1995.
We are going towing in the big air of Con argo. Last years venue at
Birchip was a great success with 10,000 feet being achieved and
personal bests bettered with 100km flights not a problem.
The area of Conargo just north of Deniliquin is fantastic for cross
country flying, it's hot, flat and has a good road structure for
pickups. Previous trips by Silent Flight to this area have realised
flights of 10,000 ft + and 160km+, not a problem.
Whether your looking to relax or to have a hard core flying
experience this trip is for you.

This is an all inclusive hang gliding adventure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 days flying
All the tows you want
Aero & car tow
Accommodation
Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Tips on XC flying

•
•
•
•
•

The odd beer after flying
Experienced instructor on hand
Transfers to and from Canberra
Pickups, fly as far as you can
Test flights on the latest equipment
Heaps of tall tales and stories

Tentative dates for this extravaganza are from Friday 09112/95 till
Sunday 17/12/95. A booking is essential to secure your spot as
numbers are limited. Give Silent Flight a call for more information,
hang gliding is our business, not a problem.
Your host for this Cross COllntry Adveotllre is Austnllian Women's Sporting Champion

rove He{llley (06) 294 1466
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erperson, partner of the lovelyperson Maz
who are the props of Bright Hikers
Backpackers Hostel no matter whether your
backpack has bones or jelly in it.
The Treasury dept is under the control of
David Romeril regular Bright-Mt BeautyBright Xtralite Comuter and prop of The Mill
Caravan Park that has the cleanest amenities
block I have ever seen. Your rug rats won't
get Bright belly there. The Secretary's chair
sees the forthcoming reign of Karl Texler
another jelly jockey, extremely keen and
clocking up hours like there is no tomorrow.
Karl is the vet of Bright Veterinary Clinic.
His enthusiasm follows the footsteps of other
great aviating Vets I have known - Paul, Len,
Brad, to name but a few. Then we have Phil
Schroeder, committee dogsbody, a mechanical engineer from Melbourne but of late from
Albury. Now this guy is one keen pilot; one
who buys Mylar gliders is my definition of
keen as. Finally Steve Stricek is our site person; no mean position in an area such as
ours. Steve is also one of the Bogong Cup
orgamsmg partnership. Steve's partner
Heather is in France hopefully protesting
about their despicable international behaviour, but more than likely having a good time
hang gliding in the French Alps.
The AGM was a very emotive affair trying to sort out the Bo Cup. It ended up in
Heather, Steve S and John Schilling's hands
so good luck to them in that mammoth task
especially with the unknown quantity of the
new dates.
Special news of a special meeting of the
NEVHGC. The meeting is a discussion and

Winter Hibernation Address
for ~our
"01' Eagle E~es"
flight glasses.
Electronic Tow Meters
and
9k~box varios

decision making forum regarding the club's
leasing of the launch and landing areas of
Bright Hill with view to eventual purchase. If
you want a say you need to be there and you
need to be a financial member. You will be
able to re-new and/or enrol on the night.
The most important thing of all around
here at the moment - airtime, is a bit scarce
but with a metre of snow 30 minutes from
our doorstep and the Lift companies offering
locals season tickets for $100.00, the alternatives are not too bad.
A few of our local identities have
p@#$%d off for winter. Webby has been
reported doing great deeds at the US para
nationals and at the US hang nationals. The
Ruffels flock have also migrated to the good
'Ole US of A. Hope they have a good time
Disneying and all the other things to do in
the world of glitter and glitz. Fred and
Marion have gone up to manage Bums Rush
at Mt Hotham. Rosie F is off soon to
Indonesia on a surfing/paragliding trip.
Poor Ted has been left at home with only
his kidney stones to play with. Hope you're
back to your ' normal' self soon Ted.
Mark Verheyden has left Bright, chasing
his love down Gippsland way. Come back
soon Mark - we still love you.
Michelle Docherty, our events co-ordinator, has got a parachute seminar coming up in
early October. If you have not had your parachute repacked in the last 12 months or want
to know more about parachutes and their
deployment, come along. Michelle is also
talking about organising a flyathalon!! Who
knows what that will involve - perhaps flying, cycling, swimming; some sort of charity
fun day. Sounds great. Let's hope it gets off
the ground!
Finally, Jeanette and myself are off on a
trip to pommie land and the Emerald Isle on
a quick mountain biking and rellie visiting
sojourn.
Safe Circles dudes & dudettes
Dermot

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

"* "*
Denis Cummings
Ph/fax 084 575271
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At the AGM a new committee was voted
in, Garry Bennett as President, Keith Tanner
as Vice President, Navy stays on as
Treasurer, a welcome return of Anna Munt as
Secretary and last but not least our PR man
Sam Blight. After 4 years on the bench I
thought it was about time to give someone
else a go.
The club's in good shape with now 2
gliders for hire an XT 165 and the new Sting
140 which will help cater for the lighter
pilots. I have just test flown the Sting at
Mosman Park and it gets the thumbs up.
There seems to be a lot of new pilots coming
up, so looks like Spring Thermal week is
going to be bigger than ever, the dates are as
follows 30 September to 8 October, don ' t
miss it.
Also Airsports are organising a Aero
Tow Tour to the Stirling Ranges early
November, a trip not to be missed, so book
your spot. Congratulations go out to Bomber
on the Dally Larma Award. Mark has done a
lot for the club this year and covered for me
while I was away, also many thanks go to all
that have helped out this year.
Well flying wise, not a lot has been happening, but I suspect that by the time this
goes to print things might have changed as
lots of new gliders have been ordered and
will have well and truly arrived by then.
The last trip to Geraldton went fairly well
with most pilots getting a reasonable flight
in, and a couple of good nights out!
At the time of writing this article myself
and Sam have just flown Cottesloe and a
good day was had . Also turning up, was the
legend himself Mr Bim Limick and Gerry
Meyers. If anyone likes low coast sites this is
the one for you as long as you are
Intermediate, but do have a talk with Bim
before you launch. As he has vast experience
of the site. If it's on, he will be there.
Well apart from Tandem fl ying that's
pretty much all that's been happening the last
few weeks, although the Novice weekends
have been going well apart from July 's which
was blown out.
Just to let you know the next Novice
weekend is on the 9-10 September.

PO Box 13

PERI9HER VALlEY
N9W2624

have written their articles, so you haven ' t
found out, you bad lot.

Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
Hi Dally-ers

Well, what's been happening? I hear you
ask. Lots but not all Eagle Award winners

Please remember that the Club meetings
are on the first Wednesday in the month held
at the Irish club in Sublace at 7.30pm. Also
the Club's membership is due at the end of
September. See you at the meeting.
I can't wait for my stubby holder.

lonathan 0
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WANTED
Hang glider for novice pilot (15 year old
boy) in good condition . Contact Ian Edmunds
on 074463421
Moyes XS 169, GTR 175 or Foil170B any
price & condition considered ph 065 842931
Pulled Down Apex chute suit tandem minimum 24' ph Andrew 07 8922753, 018 879021

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all paragliders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NelS).
Queensland
Edel Space 27 (int) ACPUL rating 11As, 1 B
as new & complete with cross country harness, backplate & Ige backpack, fluoro yellow
& wh ite only 4 hrs airtime regretfully selling
because I don't have the time to safely fly
both it & my hang glider & spend time with
my new son . $2500 AH Brett 07 8004558
Compact 33 DHV 2, AFNOR 12 A , 10 mths
old , top cond , weight in fl ight 75-95 kg $3000
ono phone Jorg 075 752096 or 018 764085

hrs 80-100 kg + Edel harness with German
reserve + full face helmet Brauniger Basis
va rio + Icom GX40 UHF with helmet headset
$3000 ono ph 049 408401 (NCIS)

Victoria
Falhawk Neo Athlete 9.5 for weight 55-75 kg
in gc gd for beginner to int pilol Certificate
11 As , 1B with Edel Force harness with
crossbracing. Polystyrene & glass fibre backplate, Skysystems small Fly helmet &
Skywatch vario. The lot was purchased fo r
GB £1150. Will sell for $2 100. Open to negotiation . Would happily separate items. Contact
Dr Sarah Marshall on 03 8528372 H, 03
871333 page 019 W. Selling due to work
pressures.
Challenger Classic 29sqm SHV & ACPULS
all As pilot weight 85-110 kg 60 hrs airtime
comes with Secura harness & integrated
reserve Firebird RS2 never been used the lot
$2800 ph Steven 03 97899063
Nova Sphinx 29 sqm pilot weight 90-117 kg
white with pink cell walls ex cond 10 As , 2 Cs
$2500 also
High Energy reserve for paragliders long bridle $350 also
Sjostrom instruments for paragliders 6 mths
old only used twice $400 ph 034581632 , 018
554872

old, 40 hrs. $3800 call Wade Bishop AH 052
614440, BH 03 96502356 (NCIS)
Paraglider: Airwave Rave 24 suit pilot
weight 45-60 kgs , 45 hrs, in ex cond , interadv. $3800 ono ph Chris Danger W 03
96 184816, H 03 98084529 (NCIS)
Powered Paraglider (Turbo-chute) by
Austral ian Lightwing , JPX aero engine plus
Merlin 31 paraglider (ACPUL 9A, 1B) 85 kg+
including harness and helmet, low hrs & in ex
cond hardly used . New $9600 for quick sale
$6500 ph AH 060 265658
Edel Apollo 24 sq m (nov) 12As, 16 hrs,
white clean & tidy, v safe & reliable gd starter
$1600 ph Phil 034295526
Power pack for paragliders v light 25 hp
motor with RAM air cooling v high thrust short
take off, 3.5 IIhr disassemblable cage ec 15
hrs TT $2500 also
fully registered 95,10 trikeGTR trike wing
Zenoah G 50 motor with special exhaust system (7.5 IIhr at cru ise) HTG, tacho, wind
speed , v easy to fly, high rate of climb , 68"
ground adjustable prop, never crashed , no
heavy landings, always hangared , 50 hrs TT
vgc including 33 ft ballistic chute just repacked $3500 ph 03 95530224 anytime
(answering machine if not home)

South Australia

Paraglider: Pro Design Contest 26 m sq
suit pilot weight 75-95 kg in ex cond o 7 mths

Junkers Proton 26.5 sqm ex cond Czech
made"sept ' 94 70-100 kg $2800 ono 08
Reserve Roochutes PGR24 max. pilot
weight 150 kg sink rate
at max load 5.48 m/s
surface area 42 sqm 24
Andy Watson on a low level inspection of the parking area at Myponga Cliffs SA . He still
gores, 4 riser system (2
hang points) Brand new
has - 100m to get to launch! Photo by Martin Sielaff on an Aimex 500,
sell for $500 ono ph
Jorg 075 752096 or 018
764085

New South Wales
Nova Phocus 29m2
(12A1DHV2 ) 90-115 kg .
40 hrs of sweet, safe ,
summer therma lling .
Same model that Rob
Schroetlner flew 150
km at Hay and placed
4th in the Vic Open
against "hot comp o
wings". $3700 call Elgar
064 922061 H or 064
023444 W
Meteor Gold 28 in ec
only 55 hrs airtime com pete with seat steering
harness plus reserve
parachute plus
Brauniger P3 alti-vario
all guaranteed to get
you to 10,000 $2600 ph
Stuart on 015 269602
or 064 576332 (NCIS)
Nova Phoenix 28 26
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2776856 (NCIS)

Base Bar Clip on wheels $50 will sell separately or as a package for $3850 ph Mark on
063791310 or W 063794343

HANG GLIDERS
Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.
New South Wales
Foil 139 Combat (int) dk blue & fluoro pink
US white TS used only 30 hrs almost as good
as new best upgrade option for current Aero,
Mission & Sting owners sell for $2300 also
UHF radio & high-gain antenna $300 also
Oz skin great for winter flying $100 ph Masa
029313468 BH , 5672944 AH
Quantum Super Sport T2-2738 low noise
9/10 aircraft $21500 069 592056 BH
Edge T2-2626 new wing 168 hrs vgc full
instruments & cover $15,500 069 592056
Beginner/intermediate buy of the year: XT
165 Pro int fluoro blue LE fluoro yellow &
white looks & flies great airfoiled downtubes,
speed bar etc $2100 also
Air Support harness in glider colours as new
$400 also
Performance Design 24ft parachute $350
never used also
Aircotec variometer 2 altimeters, QNH , temp
etc $600 also
Skywatch ' Pro' ASI $80 also
Towing setup Air Support $25 also
Icom IC40G UHF radio with headset & VOX
(transmits when talking) built into helmet $450
also

AirBorne Edge with Executive wing T2-2636
base 251 hrs wing 70 hrs 582 C-type gearbox. In flight trim , modified mast, castoring
front wheel , windscreen , backrest, handbrake,
keel support bracket, full set of covers , trailer,
2 place Aerial Pursuits intercom, 2 helmets,
flying suit, Icom A20 Mkll radio , remote aerial ,
press to talk. Everything you need to go flying
$18000 w ill separate . Ph 066425063
XS 142 exp int fluoro orange LE purple US
fastidiously maintained glider in mint cond
with v low hrs. $1295 ono Owner moved
overseas. No reasonable offer refused . Must
sell. Lots of extra gear. Call 02 3287255 Bh or
02 3276362 AH
Flytec 3005 2 times used special design
white, meter/second with clamp for $480
negotiable please call Biggi or Jamie 042
948287
Trike AirBorne Executive Edge T2-2645
less than 12 mths old 48 hrs electric start
quiet kit in-flight trim full instrumentation 582
LC immaculate condition replacement value
$23000 plus custom trailer with wing rack
value $1000 asking price $18000 ph 02
5405571
Mission 170 nov green LE white TE red US
new sidewires gd cond batten profiles small
foam wheels bar mitts must sell $1200 ono
ph 060 414243 AH Albury
Moyes Mission 170 nov ex cond only 24 hrs
of flight bright colours $1700 also
Moyes pod harness med with High Energy
parachute $500 ph Paul H 02 3157242 or W

024393400
Blitz 155 exp int low hrs vgc black & hot pink
US grey LE white TS ph Michael 049 524856
Aero 165 nov/int ec white with fluoro green
US & grey LE cocoon harness inc! urgent
sale $2000 ph Michael 02 5831754
XS 155 exp int gc flys great blue LE red US
white TE $1600 ono also
GTR 162 $200 ph Steven AH 02 8051832
Harness D Scott Racer. 2 suit female pilot
5'2 "-5'5" magenta , purple , lilac, fl uoro yel low
stripe gc $475 ph 042 943351
Novice special of the month : Sting 154 int
exc 1st glider. Close to new cond o 12 mths
new, original owner. Pink grey & white +
speed bar. Forced sale $2500 ono ph Ken 02
9186958 or leave a message 02 9189304
Desire 151 int 90 hrs ex cond crisp sail kevlar
LE & TE It green US yellow batten pockets &
unused sleeves $3100 ph Ph il 042 943160
Aero 170 (nov) gold & white + cocoon harness $1350 ph Mouf 065 660555 AH or BH
065628277
Blitz 155 (exp int) flown 2 season only. It flies
like a dream & I need the cas h. A steal at
$2,000 also
Wedgie harness suit 1.80-1.86 m (6'-6'2)
comfy & rel iable w ith chute $400 Ph Xavier
on 02 9061232 or AH 02 9067494
Moyes Pod harness Ige blue $250 ono ph
Paul 049 487759
Gyro II 160 (nov) grey LE wh ite TE pink TS
yellow US with spare uprights $1100 with
cocoon harness under 5'6" ph Kayne 02
6341515
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Sting 166 (nov) gd cond v easy to fly quick
set up & pack up . Light to carry good colours ,
speed bar. Spare downtubes & base bar
$1500 . Can deliver Stanwell to Newcastle ph
Russell 018404254
Desire 151 (int) lilac LE f1uoro green & f1uoro
red US 80 hrs mostly coastal excellent cond
particularly sweet one $3350 ono also
UHF handheld Uniden 55 with headset &
boom mike & PTT $380 ono also
Moyes Xtreme harness black & fluoro yellow
177-182 cm , 10 hrs mint cond $780 ono also
spare chute $240 ono or $960 both also
Sjostrom alti/vario adjustable sink al. Follow
& averager modes $400 ono also
Toyota 4 Runner SR5 diesel ' 89 120k km ,
power steer, blue silver, excellent cond ,
stereo syst. Rhino roof racks , UHF mobile ,
anti-rust, scotchguard , new tyres & brakes,
bull bar, HR tow bar, chrome wheels $23,000
ono. Owner going overseas. Leave message
for Steve 02 3615267 or 02 9537893.
Combat 152C (int) full race version stiffened
LE new side wires perfect tight sail vgc white
MS pink & grey US mauve scrim LE fast with
light roll response & the delightful landing
characteristics typical of the Combat $3000
ono also
Afro Owens Valley 8000 vario altimeter &
clock. Fully energy compensated with
Macready ring calibrated to Combat 152 $400
also
Ford Falcon sedan XS auto new exhaust,
new battery, new retreads , never misses a
beat, excellent cruiser. Rego and pink slip.
$1200 ono. Must sell the lot as we are going
surfing in Africa & cru ising in Europe so we
hope you all have a good flying season .
Please phone Harry or Linda on 042 967796
(or Rod & Donna)
Sting 154 (int) f1uoro yellow LE lilac & white
US clean sail $1800 ph 066 803229 AH
Aero 170 (int) ex cond been sleeved for better performance pod harness $2200 ph Steve
02 8328929
Aero Race 170 (int) white/blue LE pink/blue
US fully faired new wires approx. 100 hrs Air
Support harness suit 5'10" pinklblue front
open ing $2000 also
Trike Pegasus Q 462LC T2-2508 includes
pilot seat back, in-flight trim , full electrical
charg ing system & battery, electric Ivo prop ,
bullet chute , Icom VHF, intercom , 2 x helmets
with comms, fly ing suit. Cockpit has ASI , VSI ,
ALT, Tacho , EGT, CHT x 2, compass , water
temp , carb heat. TTAF 372 hrs. Engine 20
since top overhaul. All in top cond with covers
& custom trai ler with independent suspension .
As seen flying at Canberra Air Fair. Asking
$16 ,000 or neg with equipment level. Peter
Boyn e 02 287869 BH , 02 7961298 AH
Airborne 2 seater trike Buzzard base with
Edge wing 503 dual ignition done 70 hrs, Ctype gearbox 3.1, 3 blade prop , pod spats,
instruments large wheels ex cond $10,000
ono ph 069 52 2069 nights
XS 111155 (exp int) genuine 70 hrs only not
used last summer white LE blue/black US
power rib MS UV treated plus spare upright
need rnoney must sell $2900 ph Rex 02
5293583
Mars 170 nov gc $500 also
Colby fins gc $40 066 858768
Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange LE
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greenlblue/white us comp sleeved new side
wires fitted spare upright & base bar $800
ono ph 049 682994
Blitz 155 exp int lime green US gc $1500 ph
Michael 02 4166102
Harness - Sky Systems front entry suit 5'4"
immac cond $400 ono also
Blitz 137 (int) only 30 hrs a real steal for
$1500 all offers considered ph Jo or Marie
066280356
Mars 170 nov ex cond new top & US wires 2
spare uprights $800 ph Darren 02 6441595
Combat 152 int white LE & MS mid blue US
black & white zebra pattern gc $2200 gd 1st
advanced glider. Just ask anybody. Will consider trade for Sting ph Jason 015 287522
Moyes XT 165 int ex cond flies beautifully
yellow LE blue US red TE + Moyes pod harness suit 5'7" approx. The lot $2200 ph 02
3692967 AH , 019 660716
Flightcomp 2 vario/altimeter brand new
used twice best offer ph Danny 02 5678887
Moyes Tracer suit up to 6'2" slim build blue
yellow & black vgc with PA chute $700 or will
separate ph Jason 015 945751
Xtralite 137 exp int as new cond 10 hrs scrim
& mylar blue & grey US ph Neil 066 858768,
018441742

South Australia

cond $240 070 543759
Moyes Mission nov-int pod harness & helmet all gd cond $160007 8474973
Double Vision Tandem glider (int) blue LE
f1uoro yellow 1st panel US white TE includes
new bottom rigging & XC bag ex cond $3300
also
Lindsay Ruddock vario LR3 with airspeed
$500 ph Ken 075435631
Moyes XT 165 int f1uoro yellow LE blue US
manual & batten profile only 20 hrs total flying
time vgc $2400 also
Flytec 3005 vario & bracket as new $500
also
Henk Van Raalte harness suit 6'-6'2" as new
$240 ph John 07 8121432 AH
Blade 153 (exp int) ex cond built Dec ' 94
kevlar LE & TE white & lilac best performance
& handling combination on the market $3500
ph Geoff 07 55435631 , 019 415442
Brauniger AV Comp vario software cables &
air speed indicator all pc $800 ph 07 8645716
W, 072089745 AH
Flytec 3005 vario immac cond 8 mths old &
never been used in anger Has all the usual
features & is a steal at $400 ph Mark 07
8641477 Bh, 073661227 Ah or m.plenderleith@qut.edu.au (email)
Tandem Glider Lite Dream 220 new sail new
rigging white with purplelblack LE vgc $2000
ph 074 914707

Sting 115 (nov/int) little use red scrim
whitelblack sail only $1999 incl delivery
($3300 new!) ring John on 08 2034369 BH or
08 2390565 AH

Combat 2 152 int fluoro lime/tiger stripe US
gc $1100 ph Kurt 074 914707 AH , 018
021850 BH

Ball 652 instrument deck incl vario altimeter
& airspeed . Thermal snooper & tow meter
$425 the lot ph Bill 086 424227

Moyes XS 142 (exp int) mid blue LE pink &
white US OK! Yes it's seen a few hrs or more
but it's only $800 side wires recently replaced'
fly well ph Bernard 074 955697

151 Moyes Worldbeater (int) v low hrs new
side wires ex cond , Moyes pod (med) with
chute , Sjostrom vario, various manuals &
mags prefer to sell as package absolute bargain $1100 ph Neil 08 3829983 W, 08
3261236 H
Dream 220 tandem glider $1200 including
freight in Aust ph Larry 085 563030, 018
815094
EF6 $500 +
Bandit with harness $200 +
Suncoast front opening harness suit 5'6"
$350 +
Reserve chute $250 +
IC40 hand held radio Ige battery pack $350
+
IC PTT switch box & headset $40 +
Cocoon harness $50 ph 08 88532065

Queens/and
Foil Race 160 int yellow LE blue US & ready
to fly out the door for $700 ph Terry 07
2742066 BH or 07 2722021 AH

Parachutes for sale: 1 x pulled down apex
reserve as new cond $350 also
High Energy reserve gc never deployed
$250 also
GT 190 int sleeved up suit heavy impecunious advancing pilot great cond $300 or consider swap for gear 07 8922753, 018 879021
Moyes XT 145 int purple LE fluoro orange
green & yellow USITS (brightest glider in the
sky) spare upright tow release water proof
travelling bag batten profile manual $2200 ph
Bruce 07 2000882 anytime
Desire 151 (int) 80 hrs great glider with
Crocodile pattern on US bargain at $2700 ph
075462412 or 018761193
XS 111155 (exp int) gd cond blue LE pink &
turquoise US white MS suit 1st advanced
glider owner selling because I want to try
something smaller $2000 AH Brett 0007
8004558

Xtral ite 147 exp int gc $3100 also
XS reas cond $800 ph 07 55963701

Trike AirBorne 95 .10 T1-2059 447 Rotax
pod spats tacho , CHT, ASI , ALT, new tyres ,
white , full covers & spare wing $4500 ph Dale
073416268

Trike parts Rotax 447 & 155 Blitz wing vgc
& trailer $5000 07 55732040

Mission 170 nov incl base bar wheels gc
$900 07 2027915

Air Support Pod-lite harness suit 5'8" brand
new any offer considered 02 4113629

XS 11155 exp int mylar purple blue US $2000
ph 07 55435716

Moyes XSR 150 exp int 1991 model similar
to XS gc $1180 also
Blackhawk harness blue su it 5'6"-5 '10" ex

Victoria
Pegasus XL 462 HP 15 mths old 200 hrs red
LE white MS red & black US $13000 ono 057
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AirBorne trike 95.10 T1-2054 Arrow
II/Buzzard 532 LC with only 30 hrs since
rebuild. Alt, RPM , ASI , EGT, CHT, water
temp, hours, 3 blade IVO. Pod & wheel spats
+ trailer with custom made wing carrier. A
strong reliable trike in VGC & great buy for
the budget conscious triker. Video available
for interstate buyer. $7900 ph Rod 03
3791960
Trike - AirBorne Edge Executive Elec Start
95.32 Reg . T2-2648 suit new buyer. This is a
"hard-to-get" second hand "current model"
Edge with all the goodies & then some, & is
in excellent condition . Manufactured on 8 July
1994. It has always been hangered & carefully looked after & maintained , the engine bearings have been tested & are still at new
engine tolerance . It is fully optioned ; with all
instruments (incl compass, digital tacho/hr
meter, water temp & dual EGT etc etc), full
quiet kit, the latest E-gear box with 3:1 ratio
and high-pitch Ivo-prop blades for extra low
noise. Also has a strobe and QI landing light,
in-flight trim adjuster, and can be sold with or
without the Tow option. Urgent & genuine reason for sale for $4,000 off replacement cost.
Delivery &/or lessons can be negotiated at a
discount with the sale. Ph 057 501555 anytime.
Mission 170 nov black glider with small blue
triang le on the TS & US It has a faired kingpost, A-frame + speed bar also spare A -frame
vgc $1200 ph Hugh 7181920 or 019 936788
Foil 152 Combat int white LE & TS , grey &
fluoro green US it has 1200 mm stiffeners in
LE in vgc $1950 ph Hugh 7181920 or 019
936788
Aero 170 int lilac LE white gc new uprights
$1750 ph 03 376495 H 018 534218
Desire 151 (int) white LE & MS blue/orange
US comp sleeves avail vgc $2000 ph Alan H
03 93068085 , W 03 98542529
PVC Storage tube with aerodynamic front
cap & locking rear cap suit most gliders $250
ph 051 222636

Icom IC40G UHF radio 1 yo vgc $450 also
Uvex full face helmet with integral microphone & earpiece med size v light vgc $250
also
Sjostrom vario gc $300 also
Moyes pod harness large size with PA
pulled apex parachute $400 ph Bob 057
269408
Airborne trike 95.10 T1-2054 Arrow
II/Buzzard 532LC with only 30 hrs since
rebuild . Alt, RPM , ASI , EGT, CHT, water
temp , hrs, 3 blade Ivo. Pod & wheel spats
plus trailer with custom made wing carrier. A
strong reliable trike in vgc & great buy for the
budget conscious triker. Video available for
interstate buyer. $7900 ph Rod 3791960
Mission 170 (nov) fluoro pink & wh ite 60 hrs
v tidy $1300 bargain ph Phil 03 4295526
Icom 40G UHF handheld radio with VOX
headset & charger almost new still in box
$500 also
Foil 160B Racer int 80 hrs flying has not
been used in the past 3 yrs ex cond & the
ideal 1st high performance wing . Complete
with manual & batten profile. Can be viewed
in Melbourne by arrangement $1000 ph 056
235758
UHF radios 2 x Electrophone 475 handheld
1 with speaker mic $250 ea ono ph Dean 052
632889
Combat 2152 int ex cond low airtime comp
sleeves great glider $2300 ph John 03
7285203
Quantum Q2 462 electric start brand new red
compos ites $26,000 03 5875975
Quantum Q2 582 T2-2752 electric start 70
hrs red composites full instruments $26,700
035875975
Venturer 447 T2-2757 red compos ites fluoro
orange wing long range fuel tank basic instruments 30 hrs $15,000 015 303484
Aircotec Primus Barograph FAI approved &
way too many functions to describe! Includes
accessories priced to sell. Call Charly 03
98824130 ph/fax

Trikes near Forbes. Th ree trikes flew fro m Mudtgee to Hay for the
Hang Gliding Flatlands. Photos by Gary Attenborough.

Flying suits new, pre-loved , different sizes.
Call Charly 03 98824130 ph/fax

ACT
Blade 153 (exp int) fluoro red mylar LE lilac &
mint US wh ite TS & kevlar TE. As new (Nov
'94) in immac cond (only 8 genuine hrs
logged on this glider, 1 owner & the nose has
never touched the ground !) This is a real bargain $4000 ono also
Gyro II 180 (nov) royal blue LE pink MS It
blue TE with a gold US looks hot with the sun
shining on it! This gl ider has had a charmed
life , mostly in the garage & comes with a
spare upright ('coz it has never had one
replaced !). Ex cond & very suitable for school
or beginner. A steal at $1100 also
Sjostrom vario/alt original EV model A
proven performer with digital altimeter averager adjustable sink alarm bargain priced at
only $400 . All these items have been meticulously cared for by one owner (myself) and
now need another good home . I'm retiring
from the sport to concentrate on sailplaning ,
so the hours as quoted above will not alter at
all until you are the proud owner! If you can
help , please call Pete Muffet (or Tracey ) 06
292 1528, mob (ans . service) 041 1243484
AirBorne Edge 582E, T2-2653 fu ll instru ments electric start, quiet kit in-fl ight trim
adjuster. 150 hrs less than a year old , has
been hangared . This is the trike pictured in
Airborne's latest brochure and advertisement.
$18000 call Tove on 06 2941466 or 015
269376
Xtralite 137 mylar exp int only flown last season . In vgc fl. yellow Le white mylar TS , fI
pink & green US $4000 call Tove on 06
2941466 or 015269376
XT Moyes int scrim LE speedbar ha nd fa irings less than 25 hrs use $2300 also
Sjostrom vario $400 also
Moyes Tracer harness with parachute suit
5'8"-5' 10" 70-75 kgs $500 ph Dean 06
2583144, 062542161
Trike Hornet Skylink T2-2557 532 Rotax
140 hrs Ivoprop pod cover also tailor made
wing cove r hangared $14,000 06 2261441 ,
018627408 , W 06 2261817
Mission 170 nov ex cond brand new side
wires fl ies really well $1200 ono ph Mark 06
2940537
XT 165 int blue LE wh ite TS yellow/green US
looks good thermals well speed bar 65 hrs
$2300 ono 06 2919001 H, 06 2056950 W

Western Australia
Sting XC 166 int L green/white speed bar US
faired downtubes VB grey scrim gc with harness & tow bridle $3000 ph 09 3565362 , 01 5
479049
Trike Pegasus Quantum 582 T2 -271 1 alt,
ASI , tacho, hours , EGT & water gauges low
noise Airplast prop 210 hrs 18 mths old
always hangared rad io, headsets, intercom ,
helmets, cove r. Trailer wh ich also carri es the
wing (no roof racks needed) $21000 Chris
Jones 099 41 1803 W or 099 414435 or Tony
Dennis 018 574068
Blitz 146 exp int low hrs Wedgie harness to
su it 6' as new Flytec vario all in top cond
must sell I'm off to America the lot fo r 42800
ono ph Ian 09 3899 182 0
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leOM

Sale Ilyiing means takiing care 01
even the smallest detaiils.
leom's new IC-An VHF transceiver offers you big performance from an incred ibly sma ll unit ... at just 152 mm in length
it's our smallest ever av ionics transce iver. It may be small but the IC-A22 has an amazing memory of 50 frequencies,
plus you get a 6-character alphanumeric message capability... very handy for storing information such as VOR IO's
or airport IO's for easy recall and quick visual recognition. To get the full story on our n ew powerful little performer
talk to the avionics experts at leom or your nearest leom dealer.
Call free on 1800 338 915 or write to Icom Australia Pty. Ltd.
7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3 18 1 P.O. Box 1162
Ph: (03) 9529 7582. Fax: (03) 9529 8485. A.C.N. 006092 575

